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“One describes a tale best by telling the tale. You see? The way one describes a story, to oneself or to the world, is by telling the story. It is a balancing act and it is a dream. The more accurate the map, the more it resembles the territory. The most accurate map possible would be the territory, and thus would be perfectly accurate and perfectly useless.

The tale is the map that is the territory. You must remember this.”

-Neil Gaiman
This book is not a book. It’s a map of a territory. It is a cartography of a rhizome. It is a line drawn of 4 dimensions. A static from the dynamic. A story about stories. A book that is not a book.

“There are only two worlds - our world, which is the real world, and other worlds, the fantasy. Worlds like this are worlds of the human imagination: their reality, or lack of reality, is not important. What is important is that they are there. These worlds provide an alternative. Provide an escape. Provide a threat. Provide a dream, and power; provide refuge, and pain. They give your world meaning. They do not exist; and thus they are all that matters.”

-Neil Gaiman
This is an academic study and a narrative about stories and their mediums [1]. [4] If you choose, you can decipher the puzzle and connect the links; if not, you can read straight through [5]. [3] Links in and between the digital and analog are keyed through repeated symbols (colors, words, numbers, images, etc.) creating a rhizomatic web [4]. [2] Images, colors, words, numbers and links are used to code and layer this chapter [3]. [5] Either way, stories are related and experienced [repeat]. [1] You can experience the story and play with the ideas as you puzzle through the words and images [2].
This study is being released under a Creative Commons license (Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike2.5-\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/}). This license covers the text and images found in the downloaded version (\url{http://www.etc.cmu.edu/etcpress/}).

With this work, you are free to copy, distribute, display and perform this work, as well as make derivative works, under the following conditions:

- Attribution: You must attribute your work back to this work.
- Noncommercial: You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
- Share Alike: If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under a license identical to this one.

The ideas in this study are organized rhizomatically and linearly. In other words, it exists as a website and a text. The website was concepted by Jessica Dale and Erica Volkman, Interactive Media Design graduates of the Art Institute of Pittsburgh and was developed by Charles Palmer, a Faculty member at the Entertainment Technology Center of Carnegie Mellon University. The text was designed with ocreations (\url{http://ocreations.com}) by Shawn O’Mara, a Graphic Design Faculty member of AiP, as well as Jen Bauman and Nick Baldini, AiP Graphic Design graduates. The linear text starts with an introductory section covering the purpose and objects of study, along with concepts, definitions and methodologies. The text then moves examples and discussion of the cross media involved; books, comics and hypermedia. Finally, the text concludes with an analysis of the current state of affairs and looks forward to possible future developments.
The rhizomatic website (found at http://etc.cmu.edu/etcpress) provides readers with a more interactive, hypertextual agency in how they can explore the ideas in this study and the web at large. Online, each section of the text becomes a webpage with a section for adding comments. Also, this discursive text has some elements that refer to the website and to multi-linear ways to navigate the text itself. Hyperlinks are represented in the text with bold, underlined words. Some links are internal and will take you to other associated sections in this text. Others are external and will take you to other websites that resonate with the linked section of the study. If you are interested in following the links, they will be live on the website in the near future and soon you will be able to find the webpage that corresponds with the section from the book and you will be able to explore all the links.

In conjunction with the above, this study has thematic threads based on the various definitions provided in the introductory section of the text. These themes are denoted with specific graphic icons that are used to illustrate how the themes are woven throughout the study. So follow the icons to follow the themes.

In any case, you are invited and encouraged to actively and interactively engage with the ideas found in this study. My one request is that if you do create work using this study, please let me know (drew@waxebb.com) so I can reference and link to the work you’re doing. Plus, when a variety of works are created and comments are posted I will incorporate them into a version 2.0 of this study. Enjoy!
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from here to there: an introduction

Throughout my academic life I have become increasingly interested in the structure and process of the stories we tell each other. From a structural point of view, I have been exploring the methods and media of storytelling, looking at the way we use words, images, sounds, etc. to relate stories. From a perspective of process, I have been examining the interaction between the sender and receiver of a story, the dance through which meaning occurs. In talking of structure and process, I am essentially discussing form and function. Or in other words, structure is the architectural building, the medium, and process is the creation of that building and then the interaction within it. And when we tell stories, I am more than aware that these terms blur quite nicely.

It seems that we stitch the fabric of our lives together with and through narrative; it’s how we make sense of our world(s). And there are so many different ways that we can tell stories; through various media with different audiences we strive to communicate and narrate our stories to each other. Although each form of media (television, novels, performances, movies, paintings).

As McLuhan is famous for saying, “the medium is the message” (Understanding Media, 7). The structure shapes the process of the story. So, given
that each medium adds to the experience of a narrative in a different way, can we not complementarily combine media together to relate and experience a new type of story?

I believe that such a combination of multiple media would create a unique form of narrative in which the story is linked among mediums through the echoing of words, images, characters and environment. To get the story, the reader has to play within and among the various mediums. It would be a distributed narrative across mediums (Walker, “Distributed Narrative...”). Granted, the stories we have heard, seen and read in a single medium have not lacked impact, but incorporating several mediums offers a whole new experience. And I agree with Henry Jenkins’ notion of transmedia, which he uses to describe how stories can be told across media in such a way as to take advantage of what each medium does best (“Transmedia Storytelling”). So, I am not advocating that we supplant or replace older forms of media with new ones, but instead that we use old and new together and see what they have to say about each other and how they allow us to gather the best of each to offset the worst of each. New developments in technology may give us new mediums that change our conceptions of what a story is and can do, but older forms of storytelling still work quite well. Computational media does bring a whirlwind of new potential, but a good old book is still a nice thing with which to curl up. Creating a cross media experience to relate a story would give us varied structure and process; the sender(s) and receiver(s) would be involved with each medium in different ways, and the “story” may or may not be the focus of the experience. And together a form of ubiquitous entertainment develops, allowing the audience to experience a narrative whenever and wherever they please. This would not only refine our understanding of the subject at hand, but also refine our awareness of the structural and processual narrative strengths and weaknesses of
the incorporated mediums themselves. Thus, we would understand more about the narrative itself and the components (the mediums) through which it was expressed. We are within a computational revolution and we have the chance to make an informed choice about how we use these new mediums by seeing how they inter-relate with other, and preceding, media.
Purpose of Study

This study focuses on the structure and process of narrative in various mediums and explores the potential applications of combining multiple media to tell stories differently. In other words, I will look at how a story is told and received in a given medium in comparison, contrast and combination with other mediums. It is my belief that the process of the narrative will change because the structure has changed. The narrative phenomenon of Myst, my main object of study, occurs in books, comics and hypermedia. Similarly, I will be talking about these three mediums as I see what, if anything, about narrative is being changed by the technological advances connected to the computer.

This blending of old and new media will be accompanied by a blending of old and new narrative theories - meta-stories about how stories are shared and understood. Since Plato, scholars and philosophers have explored and debated how meaning occurs between artists and audiences. As new mediums are developed, new theories have been formed as well. The scholars proposing these newer theories are exploring whether a new medium raises new questions, or if the questions of narrative that prior scholars have posed are still pertinent. Richard Lanham argues that literary study must come to terms with how technology changes the face of narrative (through digital reproduction and replication) in order to truly comprehend contemporary stories (26). And Janet Murray believes that immersive simulations are the most problematic and promising issue of narrative in hypermedia, allowing us completely into worlds which may, or may not, be worth visiting (280). The computer allows us to have almost infinite worlds in
which we virtually enter and act.

In this study, I will incorporate a range of theoretical viewpoints from Plato to post-modern to represent how the nature of narrative has changed with the development of hypermedia. And hypermedia itself has several layers to consider. While Myst and MitterNachtSpiel are experiences captured on CD-ROM, the hypermedia game of Ultima OnLine, another of my objects of study, takes place on the internet. The internet is a vast network of connected computers and it is a new and different arena for a story to be related and experienced, one that is highly flexible and ephemeral. By analyzing the new, hyper-hyridity of hypermedia, the older hybridity of sequential art, and the singularity of discursive texts, I will explore and express the structure and process of narrative. In other words, I will show and tell you a good story.
To help focus my analysis and illustration, I will use the narrative phenomenon of Myst as the main object of study. Myst is a seminal example of a cross media narrative experience. The story grand of Myst occurs across three different mediums: hypermedia, traditional novels and comics. With this study I intend to look at the strengths, weaknesses, differences and similarities of these three mediums. To do this, I will examine each medium involved in the story grand of Myst. And each medium will have objects of study that are thematically related to the mediums involved. In other words, since text is a singular medium, there will only be one object of study, the Myst trilogy discussed textually. But comics incorporate two mediums (text and graphics) and there will be two objects of study, the Myst comic book and Myst V webcomic as well as Neil Gaiman’s Sandman series. And the explosion of mediums within hypermedia will be explored through the various Myst CD-ROMs and also Richard Garriott’s Ultima OnLine gaming experience as well as Kveta Pacovska’s MitterNachtSpiel and many more as the study concludes. Granted these categories of media do blur and I will use this as I analyze these mediums throughout this study.

Neil Gaiman’s Sandman comic book series and Origin’s Ultima OnLine gaming community designed by Richard Garriott and Kveta Pacovska’s MitterNachtSpiel help me to better engage the issues of stories in different mediums. Unlike Myst, Ultima OnLine is a constructive hypermedia story experience. Myst is an exploratory hypermedia with definite endings, Ultima OnLine is a never-ending hypermedia story developed by Garriott and the software company Origin and furthered by each and every participant who joins in the
experience. Pacovska’s CD-ROM, *MitterNachtSpiel* is a lovely rhizomatic experience of interwoven sights and sounds.

The narratives of *Myst*, *Sandman*, *Ultima OnLine* and *MitterNachtSpiel* serve not only as objects of study, but as inspiration as well. Learning from these narratives and incorporating them within my own will help me to tell how we can utilize multiple media, theories and stories to better express our own. These chosen objects of study will in a large part shape this study. Other objects would more than likely lead to a different study altogether, but I have carefully chosen objects that will offer up the most to my examination.
I chose Myst for several reasons. It is the landmark CD-ROM that first gave us a glimpse of what a hypermedia CD-ROM is capable. It illustrates the best in CD-ROM storytelling. It shows how “image, sound and narrative [are] woven into a new form of experience” of storytelling (Miles, 4). Also, it is one of the best contemporary examples of a cross media story that progresses across several media.

Now, let me describe the cross media phenomenon of the Myst story grand. Myst is an award-winning “immersive environment” that occurs on a CD-ROM, but the story grand progresses and continues in several books and web sites with hints and clues (to help you get through the CD-ROMs if you get stuck), a subsequent trilogy of novels, a comic book and a short webcomic, as well as further CD-ROMs with immersive environments, Riven, Myst III, Myst IV, Uru (online and then CD-ROM) and Myst V (hailed as the final Myst game). Also, at one point, a theme park and movie were discussed, but have yet to move forward and look to be permanently stalled (so I am not sure how these would have added to the narrative) (Carroll, “(D)Riven” 3). Exploring how the narrative of Myst has developed over multiple media will allow me to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of the media involved in the narrative. Also, I will be able to use Myst as a window into the theoretical issues of narrative, multiple media, structure and process, and come out the door with an idea of how they might be applied to better tell stories in general and also be used to help improve the academic endeavor and the classroom environment.
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I chose Sandman because it is one of the best comic book series on two levels very pertinent to this study. This series has won numerous awards and stretches across 75 1/2 single issues and is also collected in 10 graphic novels, with 3 subsequent additions. Frank McConnell notes that the Sandman series is “one of the most extraordinary events in the history of comics” with a complex story related through images and words (1). Gaiman and many different artists have effectively and gracefully used the dance between images and words to tell these stories. Sandman is a great example of how two mediums can be blended into a new one.

Gaiman, as primary creator, has skillfully woven several older myths from various cultures and epochs in the medium of sequential art (or comics). To name a few; there are Greek, Egyptian, Nordic, Shakespearean, Fairie, and contemporary urban myths included within the storyline. Gaiman incorporates these myths into his contemporary story, adding depth and resonance to the stories incorporated. He is blending older stories and myths within his new frame. Words, images and stories are put into play together within the overarching story about the concept of dreaming and storytelling itself. Unlike the Myst comic, the Sandman series is a graceful and complex blending of words and images.
Richard Garriott’s *Ultima OnLine* was chosen because it is the first successful massively multiplayer online game. It is a story and game that takes place entirely on the internet (hence, ‘on-line’). It has dynamic and interactive stories that do not evolve without the socially constructive participation of its audience of players. *Myst* may have more lush and immersive graphics and atmosphere, but *Ultima Online* immerses the participants into a thriving environment in which they interact with others to shape the course of events. It is a “brilliant breakthrough” that shows how we will be “playing - and perhaps learning - in cyberspace” as we interact with others online (*Kim*, “*Ultima Online*”).

The story grand of *Ultima* was originally developed over nine versions of a CD-ROM role-playing adventure game. *Ultima OnLine* takes place in the fictional world of Britannia where multiple players can log on and interact with each other within the two-dimensional graphic realms. It is an epic fantasy story with good and evil, magicians and monsters. The twist is that it is a socially developed and persistent hypermedia environment; there is the foundational story developed by Garriott at Origin, but the activities of the myriad of players are what motivates and creates the stories that literally never end. What I mean by constructive and persistent is that the participants not only add through their actions, but their actions have lasting consequences. If you build a house, it will be there the next time you play. Origin maintains a community paper titled the ‘Town Cryer’ that allows participants to see the various stories that are developing in the world. The stories are related and experienced, and the world is constantly
changed, through the participants’ performances within the *Ultima Online* story grand.

**mitternachtspiel as an object**

Kveta Pacovska’s *MitterNachtSpiel* (“MidNightPlay”) is one of the best examples of interactive art and narrative. It uses interface and context to open up and encourage exploration. As J.C. Herz notes, this is how interactive pieces should be (“Making Art…”).

*MitterNachtSpiel* is an elegant piece of interactive artistic storytelling, the only words involved are on the packaging, which basically set up the context that on nights when the moon is not in the sky, it is actually down on earth at a play, and the moon and cast of characters interweave in a dreamlike fluidity from place to place and activity to activity as sights and sounds echo and entwine in a midnight play. It deftly weaves sounds and images together and uses *iterations* of both to build a thematic story arc.
why these objects

The various media and genres employed are also incorporated by choice and I have picked the ones that I believe could best serve together in a complementary combination. There are two reasons for analyzing the three particular mediums of traditional text, sequential art and hypermedia. First, the narrative phenomenon of Myst is my main object of study and it occurs in these three mediums. So, I am using the mediums that are a part of Myst.

Secondly, I am interested in how the ever-developing technology of hypermedia has created a new medium that has, and has not, changed what narrative is and can be in relation to what it was and used to be in older mediums. To do this, I will compare the narrative structure and process of written texts and sequential art with that of hypermedia.

The discursive text is an old and singular medium that simply does not go away because it works so well. Academe has relied heavily on words and for good reason: in this day and age, books are easily documented and disseminated so the ideas can travel far and wide. It is mainly through and with discursive symbolism that we create and share our philosophies and logics. Books give us a permanent record and allow us to communicate, through words, our ideas and arguments. Also, I am not interested in throwing out the old as we ring in the new. The technological advances of hypermedia do not necessarily forecast the death of the written word. Books are being repositioned in regard to this new medium and discursive texts are constantly being used to analyze it.
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Sequential art, or comics, is another older medium, but like hypermedia, comics are a hybrid medium, incorporating images and words along with their graphic layout to convey a story. This is a prime example of how different mediums can be blended together to give us a new medium. And like film, another older medium that borrows from drama and photography, the medium of sequential art serves as a historical illustration of what a hybrid medium has done, and can do, to tell a story.

Hypermedia is an interesting theoretical can of worms because it makes undeniably obvious a post-structuralist notion of reading (in which the reader plays a large and active role in the creation of meaning). This problematizes issues of authorship and citation which some find laudable while others find deplorable. Hypermedia allows for a fluid document full of images, QuickTime movies, text, sound effects, immersive virtual reality and potentially endless links and paths for the user to follow. It is a prime example of the benefits and problems of technology for storytelling. And this study would be negligent if it were not addressed and illustrated. It is the the contemporary and advanced hybrid medium, incorporating aspects from almost all older media: texts, graphic design, film, music, drama, photography, sequential art, theatre, architecture, landscape, puzzles and games.
speculative fiction

All of the objects of study, while occurring in different mediums, share the genre of speculative fiction (and Myst also has a mystery element to it as well). Speculative fiction as a genre category contains several other genres: science fiction, fantasy, utopic and dystopic. Each of these genres speculates on potential worlds and our lives in them. Anthony Wolk discusses how speculative fiction pushes the envelope of our knowledge, focusing our attention on our boundaries (28). It is a genre of fiction concerned with imagining worlds beyond our present reality that just may be possible. A great example is Star Trek. We see Scotty beam up Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock which is, as of today, quite impossible. But the computers aboard the Enterprise presage the computers that have since been invented and are now being used around the world. Speculative fiction is about the potential of seeing imagination become reality, whether it is a scientific invention or a social change. Granted, fiction in general is full of imagination and possibility, but speculative fiction posits an alternative worldview that can reflect or refract with our reality. And it seems like a genre readymade for hypermedia, a medium that allows you into immersive simulated worlds. These worlds can be magical or mechanical, but they give us a “reality” just on the edge of our own. Myst has the labyrinths of D’Ni where writing is an art of world creation or connection. Sandman takes us into our dreams, and introduces us to the Endless, meta-mythological figures touching our world across eras and cultures. Ultima OnLine places the participant in the magical world of Britannia, filled with rogues, sorcerers and monsters galore. MitterNachtSpiel takes us to a midnight theatre to play with the moon and company. Speculative fiction opens up to the
imaginations, and allows us to see what may be possible in our world.

interactivity

All these speculative objects of study encourage interaction from their audiences. Indeed, the advent of the computer and digital media is most definitely not the beginning of interactive stories. In fact, I believe there is always a level of interactivity with every medium and genre, it just differs in terms of intensity required from the audience. A reader interacts with a book, and a “reader” interacts with a hypertextual story online, and we all interact with mediums in between. So prior to the computer, there have been a variety of overt attempts in various mediums to get the audience to interact with a story.

In fact, books have some overt interactivity. Dickens published his works serially and constantly responded to audience desires in between chapters. And there have been many post-modern books that encourage readers to do as they will with the text. Then there are the “choose-your-own-adventure” books. These are books with branching narratives that allow the reader to choose which branch(es) they would like to follow as they read their way through the story.

Traditional oral storytelling often encourages the audience’s participation. We have the classic call-and-response of gospel and blues music. And performance art is full of interactive stories, ranging from performances like Yoko
Ono’s piece, in which audience members came up and cut off her clothing, to plays, like “The Mystery of Edwin Drood,” where the audience votes on the endings. Comedic improv is another venue that gets immediate audience input and puts it into play. And we had the artistic Happenings of the Sixties where the performance required interactive audience participation.

Films and television have also garnered audience interactions. Some small experimental films have had the audience vote its way through the story. There is the present day practice of focus group testing on films before they are released. So, these small audiences often effect how a film is re-edited before it is released to the public at large. And TV is always responding to ratings, so the most watched shows continue to tell their stories. The TV show, Mystery Science Theater 3000 (in which 3 characters sat in front of a B-movie and threw out entertaining commentary on the films) has spawned live versions, like the Mr. Sinus Theater 3000, where 3 people with mikes get up and comment on movies in the theatre itself and encourage the audience to chime in as well. And then there is the Rocky Horror Picture Show phenomenon. Here, audiences show up in costumes fitting in with the movie’s characters and often get up on stage and perform along with the movie as a group. And with digital technology, people are actually re-editing, and distributing, new adaptations of movies. Case in point, there is a “Phantom Edit” of the Star Wars movie, “The Phantom Menace,” that cuts out several scenes, and some say, improves on the original.

And games have always built on the premise that the user is interactively doing something with the story (or doing something without a story in it at all). This goes back to classic games like go and chess, where you are enacting an
abstraction of war. It gets more overt with role-playing games, like Dungeons and Dragons, in which the players become characters and go on adventures together. There are even some games where the point is to tell a story. “Once Upon a Time” is a card game in which you win by telling a coherent and entertaining story. Arcade games gave players computational interactivity within a story. And new, cutting edge, virtual reality theme rides are immersing us in wildly interactive environments and experiences.

The preceding examples show just some of the attempts at interactive narratives. The computer, and the internet of interconnected computers, lean more heavily on the past interactive explorations of games and film, as opposed to performance. Even so, computational mediums have opened up new levels of digital interactivity. Levels in which the “reader” is always already the interactive protagonist and participatory co-author of the unfolding story. In the digital world, where a copy is exactly the same as the original and there is no there, there, we are truly only limited by the author’s and reader’s technical and conceptual imaginations. The stories come out of the interactive collaboration between authors and readers. The authors set up the dynamic and interactive foundations and the readers then take these stories to where no narratives have gone before.
Before I proceed with this exploration of stories and their media (and mediums and their narratives), I should define some of the key terms. Hopefully, this will decrease any potential confusion when these terms are used throughout this study. I have defined the following terms; **narrative and story**, **story grand and storyline**, **hypertext and hypermedia**, **representation**, **media and genre**, **text and context**, and **performance**.
In the flow of our lives, it is through and with narrative that we construct meaning for ourselves. Walter Fisher states that human beings primarily make and use symbols to create narratives (63). We use stories in order to contextualize what we are saying so that our audience gets a sense of time and space. As Miller notes, plot is the most important feature of narrative (66, “Narrative”). It is the plot of the story, from beginning to middle to end, that helps us follow it.

There are many different perspectives from which we can consider narrative - formalist, Bakhtinian dialogical, Chicago Neo-Aristotelian, psychoanalytical, hermeneutic, phenomenological, structuralist, semiotic, tropological, Marxist, sociological, reader-response, post-structuralist, and deconstructionist (67, Miller, “Narrative”). I will not go into detail about all of the above, but I believe that such perspectives should be noted if only to show that the meaning and place of narrative in our lives has been, and continues to be, studied intensely.

To best conduct this study of narrative, I need to make some distinctions between the terms narrative, story, storyline, and story grand. Narrative and story are easily confused and closely linked. In this study, story is the signified, the narrative content of a text (Genette, 27). Narrative is the signifier, the formal discourse of the text itself (27). In addressing narrative, I will consider four key characteristics; setting, character, plot and theme. The setting is where the story occurs, the characters are the personalities within the setting, the plot is the course
of action and the theme is an overall meaning found within the story. The story grand refers to the whole story that occurs across several mediums or texts. The storyline refers to the specific story occurring in a particular medium or text. So, narrative changes from medium to medium and text to text across the story grand, and the story grand is a story composed of several storylines from various mediums and texts.
If this study is going to discuss hypertext, the first place to go is to the writings of George Landow. In his books, Hypertext (versions 1.0 and 2.0), Hyper/Text/Theory, and Hypermedia and Literary Studies, Landow and others look at the potential of the realization of a post-structuralist theory of reading. Hypertext does not necessarily kill authors, but it does make readers authors unto themselves. That being the case, Landow puts his money where his mouth is and advocates that we use hypertext to express ourselves in ways that were not possible before (Hyper/Text/Theory, 36). Like I do in this study, Landow tries to make use of the medium itself as well as to analyze it through traditional textual writing. Now, looking at texts in other media (film, print, audio, etc.) one can talk of how they inter-relate in a hypertextual manner and how any open-ended and intertextual reading is hypertextual as well. Unless I note differently, I will be using the term hypertext to refer to the electronic, computational medium with active links.

Hypertext as an electronic medium started in 1945 with Vannevar Bush’s memex system (Berk and Devlin, 13). For Bush, memex is an associative storage system similar in function to how our brains store information and how we remember things. In the early Sixties, Douglas Engelbart, like Bush, conceived of an electronic medium with links between texts that could augment our intellectual capabilities (13). In 1965, Theodor Nelson coined the term “hypertext” and invented the hypertextual operating system, Xanadu (14). In the late sixties, Andries Van Dam worked with several hypertextual systems at Brown University in order to help teach classes. His latest project is called Intermedia (14). In the
early seventies, ZOG was developed at Carnegie-Mellon and was one of the last of the first generation hypertext systems that ran on mainframes only (14). In the early eighties there was the emergence of second generation, workstation-based hypertext products, such as Intermedia and KMS (a new version of ZOG) (14). The faster computers allowed more people to utilize hypertext technology. In 1985, Peter Brown introduced hypertext to personal computer users with Guide (15). A year later, Xerox released Notecards that supported graphics and animation as well as text (as did Intermedia and KMS at this time) (15). The next year, Apple bundled Hypercard with all its Macintoshes, allowing millions the chance to explore hypertext documents (15). In the nineties the explosion of the internet and the hypertext-based world wide web has opened the floodgates to a plethora of products and browsers that allow users to read and write in hypertext (15).

Landow notes that hypertext is composed of words, images and sounds linked by multiple paths in an open-ended perpetually unfinished form (*Hypertext*, 3). In general, hypertext occurs on a computer. Words and images are not only a part of the “page” in front of you but can serve as a link to another page and so on and so forth. You follow these links by pointing and clicking with a mouse or some other input device. A seminal example in hypertextual storytelling is *Michael Joyce*’s “*Afternoon: A Story*” in which readers click on words to work their way through the story. Harry Goldstein quotes *Stuart Moulthrop* in noticing that there are two kinds of hypertextual documents, “exploratory and constructive” (131). In exploratory, you follow alternative paths or links while the hypertext, “retains its fundamental identity under all transformations” (132). In constructive, you add your own words to the hypertext, so readers become writers (132).
Hypermedia and hypertext are two closely related terms with a subtle distinction. Hypermedia refers to dynamic multimedia objects that have hypertextual aspects. As Landow and Delany note, hypermedia is a multimedia extension of hypertext that is more complex and interactive, integrating visual and auditory experiences as well as texts and links to give a more contextual synthesis of the information explored (7). For example, a web page with just regular HTML links is a hypertext even if it has graphics, a little video and plays some music. But a web page with java scripting and interactive graphics, videos and sounds is more of a hypermedia object. Myst is hypermedia, because it has an immersive environment with sight and sounds galore and many different potential (hypertextual) actions to take. But a DVD that has a movie with lots of action and adventure and some other trivia added on, but has few active choices for the viewer, is a multimedia piece. Hypertext offers the reader a myriad of associative links, multimedia combines graphics, sounds and such; hypermedia is hypertextual multimedia. The user is immersed in a world and can interactively explore it. The performative nature of hypertext and hypermedia on computers has led Brenda Laurel to look at computers as theatre. For Laurel, computers have the “capacity to represent action in which humans [can] participate” (1).
Representation plays a large role in the relating and experiencing of stories. The act of representation has two aspects pertinent to this study. The first is the idea of symbolism, using signs and symbols to represent an object and/or idea. In the performative aspect of representation, an object or idea is being presented again, or re-presented each time a spectator engages the symbols and signs. It is a performance in the moments of engaging. A performance itself is a means of representation, but every means of representation has a performative aspect. As David Summers notes, the process of representation has three factors - an object, its actual image, and a mental image (3). The mental image is the performative interpretation by an audience member and is a representation itself (3). Each time an audience engages a text, whether a CD-ROM, book, comic, etc., the representation occurs again but with present interpretations of the representation. So, representation is not only a symbolic act of portrayal and description, but is also a performative moment that lives in the present(ation) again and again.

WJT Mitchell states that the process of representation occurs in three forms: iconic, symbolic and indexical (14). Iconic representation stresses resemblance by association (14). For example, the folder icon on a Macintosh or Windows screen is more than an image of a folder, it resembles a real folder in that you can put (electronic) documents into it. A symbolic representation is more of an agreed upon, arbitrary and associative stipulation; no resemblance is specified (14). The word “dog” is accepted as a symbol for an actual dog. It doesn’t look or act like a dog, but the word represents the dog for us. An indexical
representation stands for an absent object. In terms of cause and effect, the existence of the index indicates the presence of the absent object (14). A great example is a footprint. The footprint is an index of the passing foot, illustrating the existence of the absent object. Representations can share and combine the characteristics of an icon, symbol and/or index (14).

According to Mitchell, Aristotle “defined all the arts as modes of representation” and went further to make “representation the definitively human activity” (“Representation,” 11). As humans, we use and manipulate symbols and signs - things that “stand for” and “take the place of” something else (11). Mitchell’s graph (above) illustrates the process of representation with the two bisecting axes of communication (maker and beholder) and representation (stone and dab of paint) (12). He points out that the intersection of these two axes shows how communication occurs through representation and that representation can also be a “barrier to communication, presenting the possibility of misunderstanding, error or falsities” (12). Plato worried that a representation was merely a substitute for reality and at worse a “false or illusory substitute” (14). So, representation is a “means and obstacle,” a necessary part and problem of the process of communication (13).

Aristotle notes that representations can differ in three ways: object- what is represented, manner- the way it is represented, and means- the materials used to represent (13). The stories related and experienced in this study will be represented differently in manner and means. As Mitchell so eloquently states,
“Representation is that by which we make our will known . . . [There is] no representation without taxation. Every representation exacts some cost, in the form of lost immediacy, presence or truth, in the form of a gap between intention and realization, original and copy. . . Sometimes the tax imposed by representation is so slight we scarcely notice. . . Sometimes it is as ample as the gap between life and death. But representation does give us something in return for the tax it demands, the gap it opens. One of the things it gives us is literature (21).”
The dance between the medium and the genre is an intricate and interlocking one. Aristotle states that representations can differ in three ways: object, manner and means (Mitchell, 13). The means of literature is language. Words are the materials, but the manner of using these words can be different—poetry, short story, essay, etc. The subtle difference between means and manner is the distinction between medium and genre (14). The choice of a medium calls for another choice to be made as well: what form, or genre, to use.

When I refer to media, or a medium, I am referring to a process using specific techniques and materials through which communication occurs. For example, painting is a medium; so is film, print, etc. I am less interested in the political ramifications associated with media in terms of a mass form of communication than in the structure and process of communicating through a medium, whether it is a book, film or performance. There is a subtle, and often blurred, distinction between media and mediums that should be made here. The term media is more abstract and refers to variety of mediums as a whole. The term mediums is more concrete and is used to discuss two or more particular mediums a part from each other. So in a media studies department, the multiple mediums of film, text and theater can be discussed specifically, while the value of multimedia can be debated as well. This is a multimedia study that has several mediums in it.

Another way I discuss media throughout this study is by using the terms cross media and transmedia. These are two distinct terms, but they have similar connotations. Transmedia is a term coined by Henry Jenkins to describe how...
stories can be told across media in such a way as to take advantage of what each medium does best (“Transmedia Storytelling”). Cross media is a form of transmedia that explicitly incorporates interactivity in order to position the audience in the middle of the experience (Bjork). In other words, both refer to narratives that occur across multiple mediums, but cross media specifically places the audience into the narrative. And both hint at the possibility of ubiquitous entertainment and narrative experiences across media, time and space.

So, mediums matter. As McLuhan has said, “the medium is the message” and has a vital part in the meaning of a story related through it (Understanding Media, 7). David Miles looks at how a medium has the shape in the meaning of a story when he examines how a new medium borrows heavily on older, more established mediums in his article, “The CD-ROM Novel Myst and McLuhan’s Fourth Law of Media: Myst and Its ‘Retrievals.’” According to Miles, the hypermedia of the CD-ROM leans on aspects of film, stage and the novel (4). Even so, Walter Benjamin notes how a new medium can tell a story like never before. In, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Benjamin notes that the introduction of a new medium, specifically film, has the potential to change the world because it allows us to see things that we have not been able to see before (226).

Working within a medium necessitates some type of form with which one shapes the message to be communicated and thus genre is involved. Genre is a type or category of composition within a medium. So, the medium of discursive text is filled with genres: poetry, short story, fiction, non-fiction, novels, essays, etc. And painting has still lifes, landscapes, portraits, etc. Film has documentaries, dramas, action-adventure, comedies, etc. In dealing with media, one also has to deal with the genres of the media. Genres have certain conventions that set up
expectations for the audience. And it should be noted that genres can cut across mediums. For example, we can talk about the genre of fantasy (with expectations of magic and mysticism) as it applies to film, fiction and painting.

All of this may seem fairly obvious, but I find it important to discuss genre and media because the two are so closely linked. When examining a medium in and of itself, it helps to note the genres of that medium and to know that looking at a certain genre with a medium will color the exploration of that medium. So by looking at the medium of texts and only citing poetic examples, the textual medium’s expressive capabilities are not being fully explored. Also, when examining a new medium, it helps to look at the genre employed. Both medium and genre matter. To conduct this study, I need to be aware of the intertwining differences of the old and new forms of them.
Like medium and genre, text and context are intimately related to each other. Text and context are like the old chicken and egg conundrum. You can’t really have one without the other. Mitchell states that the process of representation occurs in relation to a whole network of signs, in a context of systems of symbols together (13). The meaning of a story comes out of the relationship between text and context. Aspects of space and time form a context around a text. There is the time and space when the author wrote, and there are the repeated performative moments when readers engage the text. The reception of a text occurs within a context, within the many different spaces and times that a text is engaged. It should be noted that I am working with the post-structuralist notion that almost any object can be a text and that I will be exploring the distinctions between discursive and non-discursive texts, looking at the different forms of symbolism and interpretation. So, a text can be found in a variety of mediums. To avoid undue confusion, I will specify what type of text (CD-ROM, book, discursive or non-discursive) I am referring to in a given example.

I am concerned with the process of how the meaning of a story is related and experienced through and within text and context. M.M. Bakhtin explores this process in his book, The Dialogic Imagination. He discusses how the meaning of a given text is fostered by an open experience between the reader and the author of the text. The text has “an indeterminacy . . . a living contact with unfinished still-evolving contemporary reality (the open-ended present)” of the reading experience (7). So, there is a reciprocated dialogue occurring between both parties involved across the text and the meaning comes out of this conversation.
Similarly, Roland Barthes has written many books exploring the ways a text can have meaning for its reader(s). In *S/Z*, he defines two types of text; writerly and readerly (4). Both of these terms apply to what a text in relation to the position of the reader. A writerly text can be rewritten in the act of reading. The reader is “the producer of the text.” Meaning comes forth in the reading (4). A readerly text is one that is simply read and not rewritten. It is a “classic text” that is read (4). In his poetic books, Roland Barthes and The Pleasure of the Text, Barthes attempts to give the reader writerly texts.

Like Bakhtin and Barthes, Arnold Berleant is also interested in studying one’s contextual experience with an object rather than the interpretations of that object. In *The Aesthetic Field*, he looks to examine the process of experiencing a text itself. Likewise, Hayden White is concerned with the questions of how the form of a text means something for a reader. In his book *The Content of the Form*, he looks at the types of narratives we use and how these types, or genres, help us fill out the content of the story. The context of genre is a vital part of the medium of the text. Genre gives an intertextual framework to a narrative’s elements that form the text.

In their article, “Reading Intertextually: Multiple Mediations and Critical Practice,” Beverly Whitaker Long and Mary Susan Strine do an excellent job of delineating a process that they call intertextuality. Intertextuality is the process of drawing on one’s experience with a myriad of texts and making connections between these various texts and the present text being experienced (468). It is the context of other texts that help us to experience a new text. This intertextual context with a text exists on a continuum between unique and universal. There are
our own personal and unique experiences that we bring to bear and there are the more universal and critical dialogues found in other related and critical texts. One type of intertextuality is not necessarily more valid than the other, they both contextually add meaning to a text. Long and Strine illustrate how the process of experiencing a text necessitates that the audience brings an intertextuality to bear in order to understand the text being experienced. So, when we read a book, we bring our intertextual experiences of all the other books we have read to play with the current text itself, and from this playfulness we garner a deeper meaning of the text(s) involved. The stories I am examining and telling are related through texts and experienced in context. Bringing an intertextual awareness to bear will help to fully understand and explain these stories.
performance

The complexities of performance as a means for interpretation have allowed me to better understand and represent the process of narrative. There are a myriad of conflicting perspectives on what exactly constitutes performance. Below is an explanation as to why the lens of performance is helpful when looking at stories in different mediums, particularly hypermedia.

Stern and Henderson define performance at its most fundamental as an act that is “interactional in nature and involving symbolic forms and live bodies” (3). It can be an act that involves the interactions between a performer and a text, an audience and a performer, and/or two people talking. The symbolism occurs at the “intersection between text and context,” with the text being anything ranging from a script to a social norm for interaction. This intersection is where and how the page is brought to life on the stage through the performed gestures and actions, and where a conversation comes to life through the interaction of the two participants. The context of these occurrences is the “social, political, historical, psychological and aesthetic factors that shape the way we understand the text” (17). Context is the culture in which the audience is influenced. A performance is thus positioned within the cultural discourse of its place and time (Auslander 8). So, when and where it occurs influences how and what occurs. The context shapes and limits the possible meanings of a performance that the performers and the audience can interpret. So, whether it is a conversation or a stage play, it occurs within its context of time and space.

The intersection of text and context is a site where scholars begin to
expand the parameters of performance, exploring beyond the stage and into the various activities of our lives (like reading) and examining the fact that a performance is an event that exists in the present, in the here and now. It cannot be reproduced; it can be repeated, but then it is a different production (Phelan, *Unmarked* 146). Each production is a (re)presentation of the event. It is a different conversation, a different play. Each performance varies from the last, each affected by the present time and place. Each is filled with the unique potential of its present. It is happening in the here and now. This immediacy of performance is one of its biggest strengths, but it is a weakness as well, for documentation and reproduction are virtually impossible. It is a presence “imbued in performance” through the knowledge that “it will occur this way only this time” (Vandon Heuvel 12).

Looking more closely at the event of a performance reveals another characteristic. In any performance, more than one type of presence exists. There is the enduring presence of the performative event itself, and there is “the series of presents which constitutes whatever ‘present' meaning” the audience has of the performance (Sayre, Object 19). In other words, the performance exists and endures along with the current meaning(s) found in the audience’s responses, whether detailed or fleeting, which create and sustain a process of presents and presence. So, every (re)presentation, every new conversation, takes place within the rubric of an experience of past plays and past conversations. The performance of here and now is built on the preceding and continual process of performance(s).

Thinking of the process of performance opens up yet another facet. One can look at a performance as metonymic, an “additive and associative” process that works on “contiguity and displacement” (Phelan 150). To borrow Peggy Phelan’s example, “*The kettle is boiling*’ is a statement that assumes water is contiguous
with the kettle. The point is not that the kettle is like water,” as in a metaphor, “but that the kettle is boiling because the water inside the kettle is” boiling (150). Bert States discusses performance as metaphor, but I prefer to use the term metonymic. A metaphor has a substitutive function, while a metonym is additive. Performance does not simply substitute the text, it metonymically adds to it and to itself at the same time. It is metonymic in the sense that a performance echoes that from which it springs forth and echoes the process of performing itself. It simultaneously represents the text on stage and itself as well. This idea is analogous to Sayre’s example that “the spoken breath is identical with the event that it describes because it is the event” (Object 16). In the process of performing, both text and performance are (re)presented. The embodied orality of the performance opens up its metonymic potential. There is the presence of the text and the presence of the participants in the here and now. Whether they are conversational or theatrical, these performances occur within a dynamic with bodies together in time and space.

To push this trope, several levels of metonymy can be identified that help to highlight the complexity of the spectator-performer dynamic and the context of performance itself. First, metonymy in performance itself exists as described above. Second, metonymy occurs in an audience’s experience, which “involves the active role [of] the audience . . . in creating the emergent meanings” of the event (Stern and Henderson 406). The viewers reinterpret a performance within each experience they have of it. In other words, they themselves are a type of performer, creating meaning in their interpretation of an aside made in a play or a conversation. In his article, “How to Rescue Literature,” Roger Shattuck goes so far as to say that readers should actually become performers. He espouses that a text needs not only to be experienced but experienced aloud. Shattuck strongly believes that for the reader to better bring the text to life, the reader should perform
it aloud, letting the words out of the pages through our bodies. Third, the viewers become aware of this present interpretation to the performance, becoming “spectators of their own performances, becoming a kind of performer” (Phelan 161). The audience becomes introspectively aware of their response(s) to a performance. In other words, they know what they believe it means. In this awareness, the performing audience members are engaging their present experience of a performance within their collected experience(s) of it (Sayre, “Performance” 103). The audience members are simultaneously representing a performance in their performative viewing as well as representing their interpretation of it. Or, more simply, the audience/listener is helping to make meaning just as the performer/speaker is. Within this dynamic, the power of meaning becomes the meeting of both parties, together the performer and audience create the meaning that occurs within that time and space. Without one or the other, there would be a lot less to talk about.

The above discussion of the variations of metonymy expands the definition of performance. One can look at any present iteration of any event as a performative moment, a moment that can be represented, but will never be reproduced again. So, ideas of performance do not have to just be relegated to staged productions or conversations. We can look at the performative elements of how a reader reads a text; the meaning of a text comes out when someone performs a reading, one that will only happen this way, this time. It is in the performative moment that the meaning of a text is fully realized, for both parties (author and reader) are now involved together. Sayre sees the potential for acknowledging and adapting the playful energy of performance within the pages we write and read (“Performance,” 103). Vandon Heuvel also focuses a performative lens upon books. Specifically, he looks at the spontaneity of performance in relation to the
stability of written texts. In the interstices of these two mediums, new meanings arise for the readers and viewers (23). Auslander looks at how performativity need not be solely on the stage as well. He notes that we live in a mediatized world and that performance has spread across media, infecting the other mediums with performative spontaneity from both performers and audiences (53).

So, the kaleidoscopic lens of performance is an apt one to use in this study. I will be examining and using the structure and process of stories in three different mediums. I will analyze as a scholar, and illustrate as a producer, to I look and see how meaning is created and performed in the relation and experience of these stories. The structure of each medium allows for a different performance and these processes are how the meanings of stories are created and shared.
Inspired by the possibilities of interactive performance, this study is meant to work on two levels.

**analysis**

I am analyzing how cross media stories are related and experienced in texts, comics and hypermedia. I am interested in how technological advances have allowed a new medium to emerge and what this does to our notions of what a story is and can be.

**illustration**

I will show these three mediums together to put my hypothesis to the test. If stories are related and experienced differently in various mediums, new and old, then my study will tell a story by incorporating and using the mediums of the objects of study that are also being an

A part of my methodologies will be the development of two forms together. There will be a primary fluid, dynamic and rhizomatic online hypermedia version, and then a secondary indexical and chaptered version. The second version is a discursive and linear artifact, an imprecise map of the primary rhizome of the web territory. Having both will enable readers to interact with the ideas in different ways.
In discussing the narratives of Myst, Sandman Ultima OnLine and MitterNachtSpiel I will utilize a schema of narrative composed of four characteristics: setting, character, theme and plot. These four characteristics are the building blocks of narrative. Together they combine to give us a story. To define narrative as per the Third Edition of The American Heritage College Dictionary:

Narrative: a narrated account, a story | the art, technique or process of narrating (to tell a story) | consisting of or characterized by the telling of a story (an account or a recital of an event or series of events | a usually fictional narrative intended to interest, amuse the hearer or reader | an incident, experience, or subject that furnishes or would be interesting material for a narrative | the plot of a narrative or dramatic work | an anecdote | a lie | the complete horizontal division of a building, constituting the area between two adjacent levels).

Referencing the Third Edition of The American Heritage College Dictionary again, let’s define the four building blocks:

Setting: the position, direction, or way in which something is set | the context in which a situation is set, the background | the time, place and circumstances in which a narrative, drama, or film take place | the scenery constructed for a theatrical performance or movie production | a composition written or arranged to fit a text, such as a poetical work | a mounting, as for a jewel.
**Character**: the combination of qualities or features that distinguishes one person, group, or thing from another | a person portrayed in an artistic piece | characterization in fiction or drama | a mark or symbol used in a writing system.

**Theme**: a topic of discourse or discussion | a subject of artistic expression | an implicit or recurrent idea, a motif | a principal melodic phrase in a composition especially a melody forming the basis of a set of variations | a root accompanied by derivational affixes | a short composition assigned to a student as a writing exercise.

**Plot**: a measured area of land | a ground plan of a building | a pattern of events or main story in a narrative or drama | to represent graphically | to scheme | to be located by means of coordinates, as on a chart or with data.

My contention is that these four building **blocks** of narrative differ in degree in relation to each other across mediums. So, setting may be more prominent in one medium, while character is much more prevalent in another. What I propose to do is take the four and compare them in relation to each other within the three mediums used to relate the stories in my objects of study. While there is often a difference between how these four blocks fit together in different mediums, it may have more to **do** with the authors and less to do with the mediums themselves.

Along with these foundational narrative blocks, I will use the ideas of **Wayne Booth** and **Nelson Goodman** to help me discuss the process of storytelling.
in different mediums. Booth sets out in *The Rhetoric of Fiction* to look at how literary stories apply certain rhetorical devices to help the reader through the story. These devices pull readers into and through the story by giving them clues and directions as to what is going on in the story. For Booth, these devices are “elements that are recognizable and separable, ‘friends of the reader’” that exist within literature (106). So, he tries to make a distinction between the rhetoric of fiction and the fiction itself. And yet, he goes and blurs this distinction. For Booth, the trick is that when these elements, or rhetorical devices, are done well, it is extremely hard to tell whether they are rhetoric or content (105). The best rhetoric comes across as content, and vice-versa. Booth is focusing on the written word, but his ideas are quite useful when examining storytelling in other mediums as well. I will examine these mediums looking for the rhetorical devices employed in them to help the story along. Looking for the rhetoric in the fiction of a medium has helped me better see how a medium tells a story.

In *Languages of Art*, Goodman specifically looks at how symbolism differs across mediums. He discusses how each medium has its own systems of symbolism. These systems of symbols allow examination of each medium in its own right and also illustrate how it compares and converses with others. Goodman helps distinguish the discursive and non-discursive symbolism of texts and images and hypermedia. He also aids in the analysis of the blending of these symbol systems as seen in sequential art and hypermedia. Goodman has been a great help because of his interest in how various mediums have different systems of symbols. His ideas enable me to look at the various ways symbolism functions in the mediums addressed and employed in this study; texts, sequential art and hypermedia.
In novels, the rhetoric of the fiction comes through a discursive system of symbols. Description, point of view and literary allusion are some of the many ways that language is rhetorically used to help construct literature. This may sound obvious, but words are the symbols used to tell the story. With sequential art, the system of symbols expands beyond words to include colors, shapes and layout. The rhetoric of the fiction now includes images. The words matter in comics, but so do the shading, the lines of sight, the color schemes and the actual layout of the page. Hypermedia combines even more mediums than sequential art and includes hypertextual interactivity as well. The system of symbols is an elegant web of sights, sounds and actions. Interface plays an important rhetorical function, for if one is to interact with the world and story, one needs to know how. Sounds and videos become a part of the rhetoric of the story, and the hypermedia world itself is a place and space to explore the story and become immersed in it.
illustrative method

producer

[repeat] This is an academic study and a narrative about stories and their mediums [1]. [4] If you choose, you can decipher the puzzle and connect the links; if not, you can read straight through [5]. [3] Links in and between the digital and analog are keyed through repeated symbols (colors, words, numbers, images, etc.) creating a rhizomatic web [4]. [2] Images, colors, words, numbers and links are used to code and layer this chapter [3]. [5] Either way, stories are related and experienced [end]. [1] You can experience the story and play with the ideas as you puzzle through the words and images [2].

I will borrow the process and structure of the objects of study for this discussion. Myst, Sandman, Ultima OnLine, and MitterNachtSpiel, are all hypermedia that incorporate different mediums and stories beautifully. I also want to incorporate these mediums so that the study shows what it is extolling. Through this representation, I will not only be analyzing, but using the various mediums, theories and stories together. I believe the best way to do this is to create a hypertextual territory.

This illustrative performance is inspired by those who have written and performed within multiple mediums. Playing with the mixing of two mediums is an interesting way to see how each medium conveys meaning in a slightly different manner than another medium. In his article, “Realism of Low Resolution,” Richard Shiff notes how a medium best gains a sense of its communicative possibilities in relation to, and interaction with, other mediums. So when I show
In the case of comics, or sequential art, we will see the dance between words and images. This dance is gleefully explored and utilized by Scott McCloud and Will Eisner. Both of these authors/artists are great guides and inspirations for my interests into sequential art. McCloud uses a medium to talk about itself. In *Understanding Comics* and *Reinventing Comics*, he uses comics to explain comics. And Eisner’s two seminal books, *Comics & Sequential Art* and *Graphic Storytelling*, literally and figuratively illustrate how images and words combined in the format of a comic to tell a story like no other.

In terms of the multiple forms of my endeavor, I was definitely encouraged to see the brilliant work done by both David Kolb in *Socrates in the Labyrinth*, and by Mark Stephen Meadows in *Pause & Effect*. In *Socrates in the Labyrinth*, a hypertextual document on CD-ROM, Kolb explores and explains with hypertext, how hypertext can be used in our philosophical arguments, creating associative patterns that enable new forms of discourse. He practices as he preaches, making four uniquely patterned hypertextual essays (“Aristotle Argument,” “Earth Orbit,” “Cleavings,” “Habermas Pyramid”). Meadows does something quite similar to what I am attempting to do, just the reverse. He creates a book that is his primary interactive text, and then he has a supporting website for his book. His hypertext is secondary to his playful, insightful discursive text.

The use of the word play is not casual. As Johan Huizinga notes in *Homo Ludens*, playing is one of our most significant functions (1). We communicate a range of our wants and needs, thoughts and feelings through playing with each
other. And in terms of hypermedia storytelling, the play is the thing and the game is afoot. Hypermedia stories like Myst, Ultima OnLine and MitternachtSpiel have an obvious game element. They are stories that use play to entice the reader to engage. As Andrew Colman notes in, Game Theory and Experimental Games, games deal with the logic of making decisions in situations in which the outcomes rely on the decisions made (3). In hypermedia, the story needs a context in which the reader then has impetus to act, otherwise the story does not progress. By incorporating a game component into the experience, creators of hypermedia encourage people to play and get involved with the story as they try to solve the puzzle or win the game. In Myst, the context is one of a mystery story that will not be revealed unless you puzzle through it. In Ultima Online, you are a participant in a world where you can kill the bad guys, be a bad guy, win some treasure, and/or become a leader, etc. The story develops as you build up experiences and gain more abilities in its world. In MitterNachtSpiel, the play is not engaged until you join the moon and company. It’s through your interactions that the midnight play begins, continues and ends. The game is a part of the story.

But as Brian Sutton-Smith notes in The Ambiguity of Play, our combined theoretical definitions of play are filled with ambiguity (1). We are constantly debating what it means to be Homo Ludens. This is an issue that I find quite telling when it comes to looking at games and narrative. For, not only are our ideas of play ambiguous, our ideas of how stories and play relate are ambiguous (and debated) as well. It is my belief, that while we are Homo Ludens, we are also Homo Narrans. We play to learn about our world, but we tell stories to contextualize, relate and remember what we have learned.

Games on computer can have some form of narrative involved, either
directly or not. **Pong**, one of the first electronic games was a simple version of ping pong; the rules were similar, and you kept the “ball” in the “court” ([Bennahum](#), 15). **Space Invaders** had the aliens coming to destroy the planet, **Pac-Man** had a round icon with a mouth that constantly ran around in mazes eating up dots while being chased by ghosts, and **Mario Bros.** had Mario saving the Princess from the dragon. Then came **Zork**, if any game can be seen to have an influence on the story of **Myst** it is **Zork**. Like **Myst**, **Zork** puts players into a fantasy world where they must explore and play in order to puzzle through the story ([Murray](#), 74). Unlike **Myst**, **Zork** is purely hypertextual, there are no images or sounds, only text. You typed in your actions, such as “pick up box,” “go west,” etc, and more text would describe the results of your actions. Both games have a strong story within which the reader plays.

Along with an integrated story and game, **Myst**, **Ultima OnLine** and **MitternachtSpiel** incorporate several mediums (text, graphics, music and aural ambiance, video and hypertext). Each has a context that gives the reader a reason to want to play with the story, and because of the computer, each author had to design an interface that enables the reader to engage the story with a minimum of mental effort.

**David Miles** points out that a current aspect of hypermedia is that it leans on other mediums. In his article, “The CD-ROM Novel **Myst** and McLuhan’s Fourth Law of Media: **Myst** and Its ‘Retrievals,’” Miles looks at how **Myst** borrows heavily from older mediums, illustrating how these retrievals show the strengths and weaknesses of the mediums involved (4). By illustrating all of these
Within this representation will be a threefold blending, a critical choreography and cartography of stories, theories and media. The multiple mediums will be complementarily combined, blending together text, sequential art and hypermedia. Also, various narratives will be incorporated within larger narratives allowing a juxtapositioning that opens up new perspectives on the stories. And a myriad of theories revolving around narrative will be put into play together to shed as much light as possible on the process and structure of narratives across media. This tripartite collage of media, stories and theories will allow us to better comprehend and represent the ways and means in which we try to understand the worlds in which we live through the stories we share with each other.
why the web

Or, in other words, why have I chosen the to relate this collage of media, stories and theories primarily through interactive hypertext? And why do I consider the textual version to be a secondary artifact of the first? The answer to these questions can be found, implicitly, through this hypertextual experience. It is in between all the pages. As Susana Tosca notes, links can have a lyricism that we can explore to find meanings between, among, through and around them ("A Pragmatics of Links"). It is the hypertextual, rhizomatic linkings that weave these pages together in a diversity of layers and simultaneously open it up to the almost infinite world wide web, where there is no there, there. It is in the dynamic reading/writing experience, where readers have more overt control to “read” as they choose. And the writer(s) can continually, and performatively, update the document. It is a living document in which the process allows the content to grow and change as long as it is attended to. It never has to be completed as long as I (and very possibly others, and you) continue to add to it.

So, I could have attempted to write this as a standard narrative, in textual format and due process as it were. But it would most certainly not be the same story, and it may even be lesser for the difference. A scholarly study is a process of academic logics; it is the studious creation of new knowledge, adding to an extant area of study. As such, the content of the work needs to be new. Normally, this would be a unique look at a subject with possibly some new theories put into play.
All this efficiently documented in a discursive, academic text.

This is a fine standard and I am not arguing for its end, but for the expansion of academic discourse into new processes. We already see this in academe, with Performance Studies opening up new modes of academic exploration and knowledge. Performance Studies has amply shown limits to textual discourse: it’s static nature and distance between the world observed and the pages preserved. And Performance Studies exists within its own ephemeral limits, always already gone, and then we may have a video, but we always have a written document of the performance.

As Nancy Kaplan notes, hypertext (and all technologies) have ontological, aesthetic, and political aspects that shape the meanings from the mediums (Politexts, Hypertexts...”). Hypertext combines some of the characteristics of text and performance into a new and unique experience. Like text, hypertext is a document that can be referenced and reviewed time and again. Like performance, it is dynamic and ephemeral, allowing the user to literally experience something anew each and every time. It is a remediation of writing that is flexible and interactive (Bolter, Writing Space, 26). This interactivity allows for stories to be told in which the reader is actually a character that can observe, explore, modify and change within the piece (Meadows, Pause & Effect, 62). And it also exists within its own limits. You are currently confined to experience a hypertextual web page while sitting in front of your computer. Granted, there are wireless applications and other exceptions, but for the time being, if you are reading this in it’s primary interactive, hypertextual form, you are more than likely sitting at a computer.
So, I have chosen to create my primary work as an interactive hypertext. I also attempt to map the hypertext to a secondary, textual version (old standards cast long shadows). It is my belief that the text is a static artifact of the dynamic hypertext, a map of a motion. The secondary version lacks the active dynamics; therefore, ideas and web pages that are hypertextually linked and just a click away from each other become distanced from each other in the linear form of a discursive text. But it is important to note that both “versions” are actually a cross media work that strands across, and between, these two mediums. These two versions are intimately interconnected and exist in tension together as a whole, using both mediums to explore and express ideas. So, both the hypertext and the text enable different experiences to be had.

By employing different mediums together, a unique form of scholarship and documentation is created. It is a cross media hybrid, existing in two mediums together. This scholarly document examines and illustrates through various mediums in order for the narrative to be related and experienced in different ways.

For better and worse, the nature of narrative is changing on the computer. By analyzing and performing within old and new mediums, I hope to show how narrative is changing even if the story remains the same. This study exists in the tension between the old and the new as seen in the narrative structure and process of different mediums. I am analyzing and illustrating how we tell each other stories through new and old mediums, and the combinations of them. I believe a choreography of old narrative techniques along with new technologies allows for
amazingly positive, but also potentially regressive, realizations in the nature of what a story is and can be.

Like text and performance, I believe that hypertext is enabling new and unique modes of exploration and knowledge for academe to struggle within and benefit from. Stuart Moulthrop and Nancy Kaplan believe that the inherent interactivity can lead to some innovate pedagogies (“Something to Imagine...”). So, while the content of my study is important, I truly believe that the form of it is important as well. I am interested in my objects of study and my exploration of narratives and mediums and the computer’s emerging role in our cross media storytelling. And in the end, hypermedia is here, and we are just beginning to explore its capabilities and constraints. This work is a descriptive analysis of my topic, and just as importantly, it is an illustration of what interactive hypertext may be able to add to our knowledge. The various objects of study help to focus my exploration of a cross media narrative that flows from books to comics to hypermedia.
the written word

Stories predate writing, but writing has long been the standard method of documenting stories. Of course, there are many other mediums through which stories have been related and experienced, but the written word still stands as a bastion of storytelling. In mapping the story grand of Myst, there are three novels completed: Myst: the Book of Atrus, Myst: the Book of Ti’Ana, and Myst: the Book of D’Ni, and a fourth one expected at some point in the near future, Myst: The Book of Marrim.

The narrating aspect of the Myst novels is that of an omniscient narrator who is privy to all the characters’ thoughts. Throughout the trilogy, the reader is along for the ride, reading to see what happens next. The tense of the Myst novels is mostly present. Throughout the trilogy the story is unfolding as it is told. There is little foreshadowing and, instead, there are a lot of cliff-hangers and suspense, as both the characters and the reader discover what is happening together. The mood of the Myst books is of textual representation with a smattering of drawings placed here and there. The words evoke the images, but the Millers also include pictures to add to the reading experience. The aspect of voice has the reader as an implied and assumed audience of the narrator. As a reader, you are being told a tale by the narrator, and you just sit back and listen as you read.
The story grand of Myst goes through some time jumps with the novels. As noted earlier, the story grand actually starts in the second novel, the Book of Ti’Ana. It then moves to the first novel, the Book of Atrus, followed by the comic, the Book of the Black Ships, and then the two CD-ROMs, Myst and Riven, followed by the final novel, the book of D’Ni, and then the game Myst III: Exile. It then moved online (if only temporarily) with Uru: Ages Beyond Myst, which was followed by Uru: To D’Ni and Uru: The Path of the Shell. Finally, it moved to Myst IV: Revelations and then a webcomic, Myst V Comic, followed by Myst V: End of Ages. But these books and CD-ROMs were released in different timeframes. The Myst CD-ROM was released first, then the Book of Atrus, then the Book of Ti’Ana, then the comic Book of Black Ships (there was also and unofficial comic Myst: Passages) then the Book of D’Ni, then Riven, Myst III.


In considering the four aspects of narrative, plot, character, setting and theme, the novels lean most heavily on character and plot, and then setting and, least of all, a pervasive but bare bones theme. Now, I need to say that of all of the mediums, the novel is the one that can most adroitly push any of the four characteristics of narrative. Depending on the skills and desires of an author, words can
be used to foreground character, plot, setting or theme. That said, I find that the Myst novels center around characters, particularly Atrus who is present across each incarnation of the story grand. These characters act within a cliff-hanging plot style perfected by Charles Dickens. The end of almost every chapter is a cliff-hanger and the point of view is switched among characters from chapter to chapter. We watch as Atrus and company (or Aitrus and Anna) move through these underground worlds that are manageably described, if not rivetingly so. Even though the plots are at most workman-like, there is a clever subtlety found in the third novel where the events of the first two games are revealed, but the plot (and the end of those games) are not revealed. All you are told is that Atrus succeeded in freeing himself from his sons and his father. So there aren’t any spoilers for the games. You aren’t given any clues or hints. All you know is that someone (presumably you if you have played the games) has successfully helped Atrus to this point of the story grand.

So, the perspective of a player of the CD-ROM games is treated as a character in passing reference within the third novel. The other characters find themselves in standard plights of danger and love, and they struggle and succeed as the story draws to a neat conclusion with each novel. These stories all revolve around the setting of D’Ni, a magical underground world, and the theme of the novels is one of exploring the wonders of the world (which harkens back to Verne’s Mysterious Island - the inspiration for Myst). Even though I believe the theme to be the narrative characteristic developed the least in the novel, it is worth noting that the theme has an intimate connection with the CD-ROMs. In the novels the theme is one of the virtue, joy and rewards of carefully exploring and enjoying the world around you. That way you are living a full life and seeing the whole.
This theme could very well be the best instruction for how to successfully play the CD-ROM games. You need to carefully explore the worlds in the games in order to successfully puzzle through and fully experience the story that only moves forward as long as you’re exploring the **worlds**.
The first Myst novel, the Book of Atrus, focuses on the story of the mysterious father figure from the Myst CD-ROM. The Millers have said that while they were developing the Myst game, they kept documenting the backstory of the game in order to help them piece together the story presented in the CD-ROM (Carroll, "(D)Riven"). And when they completed the CD-ROM, they realized that they had enough backstory material to put together a novel.

So, this story served as a map from which they pieced together the story of Myst, and then they fleshed it out and made it a story in its own right that serves as a fictional history to the storyline experienced on the first CD-ROM. What follows is an overview and a summation of the story as related through the trilogy of novels.

In one aspect, the novel serves as a cultural rationale to the world of the CD-ROM. The method and mode of making and using the linking books found throughout the worlds in the CD-ROM is fully explained by the creation of an extinct culture and race, the D’Ni (pronounced, “dunny”), a people who lived underground in fabulous caverns and linked to millions of worlds. Whereas in the game all of this is barely mentioned, it is just assumed that opening a book and touching the page will take you to another world. Atrus, who leaves us clues in the Myst CD-ROM, is the character around which the first book builds its tale. We are introduced to Atrus and his life (which first consists of his grandmother, Anna, and
his experiments out in the desert on the side of a volcano and then of his adventures with his prodigal father, Gehn). We get to see him propelled into this amazing subterranean world, a place where there is a forgotten culture to be discovered and explored. A theme of exploration is derived from Atrus’ character and the character of D’Ni culture.

In presenting this narrative, the Miller brothers have co-authored the novel with David Wingrove. The three of them shape the books around Atrus. The perspective of the writing is primarily from Atrus’ point of view, although we do have glimpses from the other characters’ perspectives, and the story mostly travels with Atrus. We watch as he is abandoned by Gehn and then grows up and is experientially educated by Anna. We see the central theme being established in Anna’s questions to Atrus. She asks him what he sees, and encourages him to look at the “whole.” In other words, Atrus should consider fully everything that he engages and everything in the world, to fully see the interconnected relationships around him. This inquisitive sense of the whole will serve Atrus well in his upcoming adventures, which begin with the return of Gehn, who sweeps Atrus away and down into the labyrinthian world of D’Ni. After establishing a theme of the Whole, Atrus is exposed to a grand old culture that had mastered the art and science of writing books that connected to, or created other, entire worlds. The power of the written word to whisk you away to another place is literally a power of the magical D’Ni language. They had normal books that roughly equate to the books in our world, but they also had these special books written on special paper and with special ink, that when fulfilled, allowed a person to link to that written world. So, the story revolves around Atrus’ exploration and education into the D’Ni culture under the harsh tutelage of his father.
As Atrus experiences more of the D’Ni culture and history, he begins to master the writing of these special books, and to travel the many of the worlds that Gehn wrote. He comes to disagree with Gehn’s ideas about the worlds and how they are connected to the books. Gehn believes that he is actually writing these worlds into existence, and they would not be if it were not for the books. And he believes that he is a god who holds total power over the worlds he has created. Atrus, on the other hand, comes to believe that the books merely serve as links to many possible worlds that could be in existence. Through their precise description, the books become the gateway into these possible worlds that would exist without the books, but one would not be able to visit them without the books as a link. This philosophical rift soon becomes a tension between father and son and serves to further illustrate the theme of the book. Gehn, while extremely gifted, only sees the bits and pieces of writing and what he makes, while Atrus sees the whole in his worlds and his written descriptions of them. The tension does lead to a father-son break, where Atrus is placed in the position of having to overcome Gehn. They become conflicted combatants, both struggling within themselves about their strained relationship, while concurrently fighting with each other, Gehn to rid himself of Atrus, and Atrus to stop Gehn from destroying worlds.

The book follows a classic style of cliff-hanging chapter endings that switch you from different points of potential catastrophe as it builds to a resolution. Again, these switches may entail a perspective switch between characters, but they mostly revolve around Atrus. Gehn, Anna, and Catherine (Atrus’ love interest) play their parts in the story of Atrus. And the story follows a tried and true speculative fiction format with action, suspense, love and conflict with a resolution in the end.
Both the Island of Myst and the world of Riven are introduced in the storyline of this book. Riven, Gehn’s thirty-seventh age is where Atrus first meets Catherine and it is the world in which Atrus and Gehn have their final showdown. Gehn ends up trapped in Riven at the conclusion of the novel. Myst is set up as a world that Catherine has written for Atrus and herself.

The final resolution of this first novel more fully sets up the beginning of the CD-ROM Myst. Like the deeper explanation of the linking books, this story gives us more of the details and a context in which to fit those ominous first lines of dialogue that we hear in the introduction of the CD-ROM. These same lines serve as the final words read in this book, so a direct connection is made in the storyline between these two pieces. This direct connection implicates the reader into the action about to take place as well as illustrating that in between the end of this novel and the beginning of the CD-ROM many events (seemingly tragic and partially revealed in the comic book) occur before the reader becomes an active part in the sleuthing in the Myst CD-ROM.
second myst novel

The second *Myst* novel, the *Book of Ti’Ana*, goes *deeper* into the mythological *story* of the D’Ni.

It goes back and relates the story of Anna and how she stumbles upon the ancient culture of D’Ni and meets Aitrus (the grandfather of Atrus). It starts off underground as we follow Aitrus, as he and others are digging their way up to the surface. We get to see a sliver of D’Ni culture as we are introduced to the idea of guilds. In D’Ni you develop a specialty and join that guild. Aitrus is a member of the surveyors guild. Aitrus is described as a hard worker who loves to constantly experiment and innovate. We also get introduced to Veovis, a member of the writers guild (they wrote all the linking books like those found in the game, *Myst*) and a person who becomes a friend of Aitrus. They reach the surface, but fear meeting violent, uncivilized monsters (us). After a debate, they make the decision to close of the tunnels and return to their underground kingdom. Veovis is adamantly for closing the tunnel, while Aitrus passionately wants to explore. After the decision there is an earthquake and Aitrus ends up saving Veovis’ life.

We then switch to Anna and how she discovers the D’Ni tunnels. We are introduced to her with her father as they are exploring the rocks around a volcano (again, there is a big thematic emphasis on being naturally curious about the worlds we inhabit). They are looking for geological clues about the history of the area, and they come upon rocks that look constructed instead of natural. They find
a natural cave that is very close to the D’Ni tunnels that Aitrus and company sealed off. Together, Anna and her father explore the caves and the anomalies therein. Anna’s father gets sick, recovers and works, but eventually dies, leaving her on her own. After awhile, Anna’s curiosity about the anomalies causes her to go exploring on her own, so she descends down into the earth. She ends up discovering the D’Ni tunnels and sees their writing on the walls, leading her to believe that there is a civilization below. So she explores further.

At the same time as the above events, Aitrus and Veovis have become more politically involved in the renewed debate over whether to contact the surface. At a public forum on these issues, it is revealed that Anna has made contact with D’Ni. She is brought down into the grand cavern of D’Ni and she is kept under courteous watch and the D’Ni council slowly debates what to do about the situation. Aitrus becomes an ardent voice for letting her learn about them so they in turn can learn about her. Veovis is totally against her integrating at all. This disagreement strains their friendship. Anna helps her cause by learning their language. They hold a trial to determine what to do with her and she speaks for herself and wins over the council. She ends up staying in Aitrus’ family home and starts learning more about D’Ni. Veovis is unhappy, but tolerant, as long as she is denied access to the great linking books that are the heart of their culture. Aitrus silently disagrees with Veovis and actually shows Anna a linking book and begins to help her learn how to write these amazing books. Soon, Veovis learns that Anna knows of the linking books and is learning how to write and he and Aitrus find their friendship dissolving.

Anna begins to learn to write with Aitrus, and they begin to fall in love with each other. He takes her to a world he wrote where she sees the thick glasses
the D’Ni wear to protect their eyes when not underground. It is here that Aitrus
gives her a D’Ni name, Ti’Ana, meaning storyteller, and they also decide to try to
get married and soon have a child, Ghen (Atrus’ father from the first novel).

While this is occurring, there is another debate revolving around issues of
class between the elite upper class of D’Ni and the lower class. So we see a theme
of how all people, regardless of class, should have the same rights and freedoms.
Veovis is enraged by these changes and looks for ways to foment rebellion in other
ways, seeking out some one called the Philosopher.

Thefts of the linking books and destruction of guild houses occur as a
rebellion begins. What follows is the end of D’Ni culture as it was. The
Philosopher and Veovis release a biological gas within the great underground
cavern, killing all who breathe it and contaminating all the worlds linked to
through books. Aitrus becomes infected but manages to help save Ti’Ana and
Gehn, but D’Ni of this story is now gone. The tale ends with Ti’Ana and Gehn
returning to the surface to live where she lived with her father long ago.
The third Myst novel, the Book of D’Ni, jumps forward in the story grand, its events taking place after both Myst and Riven. In it Atrus and Catherine return to D’Ni to rebuild the old culture. They return to the grand cavern and begin searching for linking books to the old ages of D’Ni and searching for survivors. There are two oblique references to the stories in the games (enough to note them, but not give anything away). Atrus remembers his sons, but that is all that is mentioned, and he also remembers how he was captured by Gehn and held captive. These references allude to the fact that he has successfully moved through those portions of his life (meaning that you the reader have successfully won the games as it were, and that you’re getting an abstract biographical reference within the narrative). We then follow Atrus as he finds some worlds inhabited by old D’ni and their offspring. Atrus meets with these people and asks them to return to D’Ni to help rebuild the old culture.

They discover a hidden chamber that was sealed beneath a floor and then sealed off in sections with ancient books in an ancient script. After much debate, Strus and company decide to explore the world.

They find they are in a world called Terahnee, and they are welcomed by its king. While they visit and slowly get in more and more formal circles, they are exposed to an unbelievably opulent and abundant culture. Everything is picture perfect and beautiful beyond description, the art and ideas are superlative, everyone seems intelligent and considerate.
With such a wonderful world, they prepare to return to the linking book and bring everyone here, but on their way back they finally discover the dirty secret of Terahnee, they keep a race of people as slaves. Atrus decides that instead of fleeing and trying to escape, he will stay and try to help change the Terahnee culture. Again, a theme of equality for all.

But a plague starts spreading across the land, brought by Atrus and company, and rebellion starts as well. Atrus tries to moderate the revolt and temper the angers so that they can have less killing and more constructive rebuilding of the culture.

He writes two new ages, one for the slaves to rebuild their lives, and one for the D’Ni to build theirs anew. They seal all the old books away again, severing the links between the worlds. And the two new cultures are set to begin their new growth. So the storyline found in the Myst novels ends with a new start in a new world.
Moving from the singular medium of discursive text, to the hybrid medium of comics, the narratives of the Myst comic book, Myst V webcomic, and the Sandman series are obviously much more graphically oriented. In the comics, words, images and their orientation on the page carry the story forward. Like the novels, the Myst comic serves as a backstory to the Myst CD-ROM, giving us more of the history of the story grand.

The Sandman story sprawls across seventy-five and one-half monthly comic issues. There are several groupings of various storylines that take place across several issues, but the story grand is revealed over the entire Sandman collection. Looking at both, the representation of Myst is stock comic book format (panel, picture, dialogue, repeat) while the webcomic follows a vertical layout, and the Sandman series is much bolder. The medium of sequential art becomes a dance between words and images that are used to convey the story. As with the novels, the Myst comic and webcomic reveal more about the characters in the story grand. And in Sandman, Neil Gaiman introduces us to the Endless, a family of beings who have played a part in a myriad of our ancient myths.
The **Myst** comic book, the **Book of the Black Ships**, falls in the **Myst story grand** in between the first **Myst** novel and the **Myst** CD-ROM. It was supposed to be a 4-part miniseries, but, in the end, due to lack of success, only the first comic was released. Possibly this could be due to the fact that this was the one part of this narrative venture in which the **Millers** did not have any direct involvement. Instead they agreed to let another team (Lovern Kindzierski, Chris Ulm and Doug Wheatley) work with their characters. This team also created an unofficial comic prequel, **Myst: Passages**, without the support or approval of the Millers. Their absence shows in the comic's lower level of narrative quality when compared with the **CD-ROMs** and the **novels**. This is the narrative low point of the story grand of **Myst**. The **quality** and consideration found in the CD-ROMs and novels is sorely lacking here.

As I mentioned earlier, the line that is echoed at the end of the **Book of Atrus** and the beginning of the **Myst** CD-ROM illustrates that there are many events that occur in the story grand between these two points. It seems rather appropriate, that while this comic attempts to flesh out this part of the story grand, it ends up incomplete and therefore, leaves the Mysterious events unexplained and only to be discovered by a reader’s sleuthing in the CD-ROM **Myst**. This comic is the beginning of the tale of Atrus, Catherine and their two sons Achenar and Sirrus. Mainly, it is an attempt to show how the sons end up evil but it does so in
such an unrealistic fashion that it pales in comparison to the rest of the story grand of Myst. In two fleeting pages, it summarizes three novels worth of narrative and then plunges headlong into the disgruntled sons’ adventures. There is little explanation for why these two boys are so unhappy other than seemingly stern father. Sirrus and Achenar go off to rendezvous with the Black Ships (again, no explanation as to why or who these people are on the Black Ships. They’re just evil, cause they are some alien form of pirates who steal and have slaves). Over the course of three pages we see the sons become evil like the pirates with whom they are traveling (no explanation yet again, they just start being amazingly cruel) and they hatch a plan to trap their father and become gods over all the ages (echoing Gehn’s god-fixation and desire to rule all). Atrus and Catherine are basically nonentities, only appearing to reprimand the boys when they return. The boys then steal a book (unbeknownst to Atrus) and the last panel of the comic shows Achenar offering the book to the leader of the Black Ships: end of book one. Comic book two (which is never produced) is hinted at in the last words, “Next: Betrayal,” so we can guess that the sons are going to betray their father soon.

The prequel comic, Myst: Passages, is an unofficial part of the Myst story grand as it was an unauthorized addition. It shows Atrus writing in his journal, recounting a legend of the creation of the Art of writing linking books. So while the story covered in this comic is not really a part of the story grand, and is actually inconsistent with it, it relates a legend from this world.

The Myst V Comic by Penny Arcade gives a brief two-page lead up to the Myst V: End of Ages game. This serves as a brief re-introduction in the overall themes of Myst as well as a little teaser for the next storyline.
Thus ends this thread in the story grand of Myst. While being the least utilized medium in the story grand, it is related through comics that give us some new narrative issues to discuss in relationship with the novels and CD-ROMs. With this comic, setting comes into play a little more, the theme from the story grand is almost totally lost (other than some odd reversals about strained father-son relationships) and the plot is such a rushed mishmash that the characters have little or no substance. The webcomic serves more as a poetic introduction to Myst V: End of Ages. As with the Myst novels, I believe that the narrative elements of these comics has less to do with the medium itself, and more to do with the authors’ choices within this medium. A medium with hybrid potential much more fully realized in the Sandman series.
The **Sandman** is the realization of what **comics** can be: complex, beautiful art and literature combined together to create a story that could only happen with **words and images** sharing a page. Gaiman, along with a bevy of artists, uses the medium of comics to relate the story of **Dream**, an **anthropomorphic personification** of consciousness, in particular, of our **dreams**.

First, a summary of the **Sandman** collection. It exists across 75 issues that were released monthly (and one special edition released during this run) that were later collected together into 10 graphic novels that housed the various longer storylines as well as the other shorter individual stories. There also is a book collecting the art from all the covers that includes a short Sandman story, as well as a recent illustrated prose Sandman story published on the tenth anniversary of the launch of the original series (all told there are more than 2000 pages). Following this, there was the release of a collection of **seven new** Sandman stories. For sake of clarity, I am going to give a brief overview of the overarching **story grand** and also get into some **specific details** to illustrate the wondrous narrative evoked in the medium of comics.
To begin, not with the beginning of the story grand of Dream, but with the first issue which was re-released in graphic novel, Preludes & Nocturnes. In this issue we see a bit of horror and magic as an Englishman runs through some strange incantation in an attempt to summon and imprison Death. Instead he captures Death’s younger brother, Dream (the Sandman) and strips him of his symbols of office and confines him in a magic sphere. Dream spends seventy-odd years (from the early 1930’s to 1998) imprisoned in this sphere. During his stay, we see how the dreams and sleep of humanity are disturbed; many suffer from sleeping sickness and two world wars occur. Finally his captor accidentally breaks the circle and Dream escapes. Upon his escape he returns to the Dreaming, his realm, gaining sustenance and clothing from people’s dreams. As he regains his strength, he vows to regain his lost possessions (his bag of sand, his helm and his amulet), thus he begins a quest, an adventure.

First, he returns to the waking world and with the help of John Constantine, he tracks down his pouch, which has fallen into the hands of a woman who has been barely subsisting on the sand, and is on death’s door. Once he regains his pouch, he finds that a demon of hell has his helm, so he travels to hell and battles the demon, wins his helm, then stands down Lucifer and the hordes of hell with the promise of dreams of heaven (thus offending Lucifer). After this battle, the Sandman goes in search of his ruby, which has made its way to Dee, the former Doctor Destiny. Dream catches up with him and they battle over the ruby. Dee insures his defeat by destroying the Ruby (thinking that he is also destroying Dream) but instead releases all the power stored in the ruby back in Dream himself. Thus, ends Dream’s quest (and the first storyline). He is free and has
regained his symbols and begins to set his kingdom back in order. In the very next scene we see Dream sulking in a park, feeding the pigeons. He is joined by his older sister, Death and their time together helps Dream feel a little better as he remembers the duties and responsibilities to which he has to attend.
In the following storyline, **Dream** takes more of a peripheral role as we watch stories that revolve around the dreaming and its inhabitants in *The Doll’s House*. It begins with a story told by an old African tribesman to a younger nephew, a story that is only told once and heard once. In this story we see a beautiful, but bored, the princess who falls in love with Dream. She discovers that he is one of the **Endless**, an ancient, immortal and powerful group of entities, and it is forbidden for the Endless to traffic in love with mortals. Needless to say, Dream has fallen in love with the princess as well, but she runs in fear of what may come. Their illicit love topples her kingdom to ruin, and she commits suicide and spurns Dream in death as well, causing him to condemn her to hell. Thus ends the story told by this tribe’s men.

The story then revolves around Rose, a young woman, who unbeknownst to herself, is the vortex, a person with the power to merge everyone’s dreams into one big mess. There is a tangent involving serial killers and the Corinthian (a nightmare from the Dreaming), but the vortex Rose is forming needs to be stopped.

This is managed in the Dreaming on the Fiddler’s Green (a lovely field in the Dreaming) with Rose’s grandmother dying instead of Rose, and the Dreaming is returned to its regular state of flux. We then see how Desire is plotting against Dream in a little endless family feud. Thus ends the second storyline. A short story occurs in the middle of this arc, a tale about a man from 1389 who gets drunk and decides not to die. Dream and Death overhear this and decide to see what it would
be like to grant him immortality. With this, Dream approaches the man, Hob Gadling, and offers to meet him 100 years hence. The rest of this story continues with Dream and Hob meeting once every 100 years up to the present day and forming an odd friendship across the centuries as they sharing their stories across the ages.
dream country

This next collection has four individual stories that are sprinkled in between the two longer storylines in the preceding and following collections. These four stories are gathered together under the title, Dream Country, and each story deals with myths. In the first story, “Calliope,” we see one author trading the actual muse, Calliope, to another. This author becomes a juggernaut of creative success, writing, books, plays and screenplays - poetry and prose. Calliope ends up calling to Dream for help. Dream frees Calliope and leaves the author with no creative ideas at all.

In the second story, “Dream of a Thousand Cats,” we see a kitten gathering with other cats to go hear an infamous Siamese Cat who is traveling the world telling cats what they must do to change the world they live in. This old cat tells the story of going to Dreamland to find Dream (in the form of a cat) and he tells her a story of how cats were the size of people and people were just mice, but a thousand humans dreamed of a different world where they rule over cats and it happened. But if a thousand cats dream their dream then they can change the world back to how it once was. So, the kitten leaves with one other cat who says the story may or may not be true, but to get a thousand cats to do anything at the same time is impossible. The kitten, undeterred, naps that day, and her owners comment on how she must be chasing little mice in her dreams.

In the third installation, we get, “Facade,” a story about a superheroine, Rainie, who was transformed by Ra and is now a being not even remotely human able to change her body into any element. She feels that she can no longer go out
in public because she looks so hideous. She can grow silicate faces that look normal, but they fall off soon thereafter. Faces are strewn all over the apartment and she is using one as an ashtray. Dream’s sister, Death, tells Rainie to talk to Ra, and she does and is freed as she is petrified by the sun.

The last story in the collection is “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” and it shows Shakespeare presenting his play for Dream and the Fairie out in Wendel’s Mound in the English countryside. This story is the only monthly comic to win a literary award, the 1991 World Fantasy Award for Best Short Story. It is a lovely piece that shows the workings of theatre at the time, and interweaves the play with conversation from the Fairie (many of whom are in the play). As we go through, we see the Queen of the Fairie seduce Hament, Shakespeare’s son, foreshadowing his death (or kidnapping to Fairie). And we see the real Puck abduct the actor playing him and then replace him on the stage, playing the final lines himself and escaping into our world, not returning with the other Fairie to their land. The story ends with the actors awakening in the field the next day. Their gold payment has turned to flowers.
The next storyline, *Season of Mists*, involves Sandman returning to hell. It starts when Destiny calls a family reunion. This is when we truly get to meet the other members of the *Endless* family (they’ve been here and there throughout the previous stories). Desire goads, and Death supports, Dream returning to hell to free Nada (the princess with whom he fell in love in *The Doll’s House*). When he gets to hell, he finds that not only is Nada no longer there, but no one is. Lucifer gleefully tells him that he has quit his job and is abandoning hell, closing it up and giving Dream the key.

Word gets out that Dream now has the key to hell and powers come to the Dreaming to bargain and try to obtain it from him (gods galore: Odin, Thor, Loki, Bast, Chaos, Order, Azazel, and others). But two angels, Duma and Remiel, come down from Heaven and take back the key. They have been designated the new keepers of hell. Needless to say, this turn of events upsets all those in attendance who were hoping for the key and the demon, Azazel, reveals that he has Nada and attempts to destroy Dream. Dream, being at the center of his realm and power, easily frees Nada. They have an awkward meeting where he finally and truly apologizes for what he has done, and she forgives him as best she can and they part on better terms. The story ends with the three angels. Lucifer is down in Australia looking at a sunset. Duma is silent, while Remiel decides that maybe it won’t be so bad, maybe he can make hell a place where they torture out of love, and maybe it can end, “happily ever after, in hell.”
The next storyline, *A Game of You*, dips into one particular dreamer’s dream. It is a *story about stories*, about how our stories have lives of their own that sometimes supersede our waking lives. In this storyline, we explore the dreamworld of Barbie, a character from the *Doll’s House* arc, who now lives in an apartment building in New York City. The Land, from her childhood dreams, is in trouble and it is missing its princess, Barbie, so characters from her dream bring her back to help save the land from the *Cuckoo*.

The Cuckoo captures her and reveals itself as Barbie when she was a kid. The cuckoo then explains that she is like a real cuckoo left in the nest of another bird to kick out and kill the other chicks. And she’s stuck in Barbie’s dream and wants to escape now. She gets Barbie to summon the maker of this land, *Dream*. Barbie asks Dream to free the Cuckoo who flies away to other worlds. We end with Barbie’s realization that “everybody has a secret world inside of them.”
**Fables & Reflections** is another collection of various, and connected, short stories. It starts with a small one about Todd, a young writer/director, who is on the verge of quitting his big production out of a fear of failure. That night, he dreams he meets *Dream* and discusses the two options of falling in your dreams, you wake up or you die. Dream offers him a third alternative and then Todd falls. We see him the next day, up and ready to go, he tells a cast member of his dream, that sometimes when you fall, you fly.

Then we move into four connected stories, “Distant Mirrors.” The first is “August.” We follow the Roman emperor, Augustus Caesar as he masquerades as a beggar with a midget and tells his friend of his hopes and dreams. He tells of a dream in which he met Dream and sought his advice. Dream told him to do as he will as a beggar, that way the gods won’t know. Augustus followed Dream’s advice and followed his dreams that ruled the world.

Next we have “Thermidor,” a tale in which lady Johanna Constantine, at Dream’s request, rescues Orpheus’ head from out of Paris during the 1794 French Revolution. She gets caught, and to free herself and Orpheus, Orpheus sings a song and is joined by all the severed heads from the guillotine, thus ending Robespierre’s revolution.

Thirdly, we have “Three Septembers and a January,” a tale about Joshua Abraham Norton, the first and only Emperor of the United States. We meet him while he is with *Despair* and she issues a challenge to Dream from her and *Delirium and Desire*, that he must keep Norton out of their realms for the rest of
his life. Dream accomplishes this by giving Norton the dream of being an emperor and Norton takes to it with gusto, meeting Mark Twain and living in San Francisco. Delirium notes that Norton is not hers because “his madness keeps him sane.” Norton finally dies and Dream wins. And Death declares that Norton was a wise ruler, “the first and last Emperor of the United States of America.”

Finally, we have “Ramadan,” a story of the magical city of Baghdad. In it, we meet caliph Haroun Al Rachi d, ruler of the finest city ever. The caliph becomes distressed that the city will one day fade, so to save all the magic and wonder he bargains with Dream to take the city into dreams and the caliph asks in return to live forever. The next panel shows us a young boy in contemporary war-torn Baghdad. He has been listening to this tale from a ragged storyteller who shoos him away. The boy wanders through the rubbles his eyes alight with the magic of stories and dreams.

We then come to another collection of short stories called “Convergence.” We see an old story in “The Hunt,” a story of werewolves in Eastern Europe, told by an old man to his granddaughter. The hero of the tale chases after and finds a princess, but in the end leaves his dream untouched to return to the woods he knows.

In “Soft Places,” we follow Marco Polo as he gets lost in the desert and wanders in a soft place where the dreaming and the waking world ebb and flow within each other. So, Marco gets to meet Fiddler’s Green. But then he wakes up, recalling his mother’s tale that the Sandman throws sand into your eyes that sends you off to Dreamland, and “that’s the sand you find in your eyes when you wake up.”
The final tale in “Convergence,” is “The Parliament of Rooks.” We see Daniel (the baby from the *Doll’s House*) as he wanders around in the Dreaming. He meets Cain and Abel and Eve and Matthew. They invite him in and tell him stories. Eve tells of Adam’s three wives - Lilith, the unnamed one, and Eve. Abel tells the story of a young *Death* and Dream meeting Cain and Abel and that they lived happily ever after. Finally, Cain tells the story of a parliament of rooks, and how rooks gather in a field, one surrounded by all the rest. And the one caws to the silent group for hours on end, and at some mysterious point the group either all flies away or pecks the lone rook to death. As Daniel leaves (he’s waking up), Abel reveals the secret, that the lone rook is telling a story and it finds out in the end if the others like it or not. Cain then murders Abel and says, “I keep telling you, it’s the Mystery that endures, not the explanation... Nobody really cares who-done-it. They’ll peck you to pieces if you tell them... [but] a good Mystery can last forever.”

To end this collection of stores, we have the “Song of Orpheus.” Orpheus marries Eurydice, and then she dies. He fights with Dream over how to deal with her death (Dream advises that he move on: in anger they renounce each other). Orpheus goes to get her (visiting Destruction and Death), makes the *Furies* cry, turns around, and loses Eurydice forever. He then gets attacked by the Furies and has his immortal head severed from his body. Dream, his father, comes and lets Orpheus know that he has arranged for him to be cared for, and that he has come to say *goodbye*. He then walks away, and unlike Orpheus, he never looks *back*. 
brief lives

We then get another long storyline in Brief Lives, which follows Delirium and Dream as they look for their brother, Destruction (the Prodigal, the one who left his realm to run on its own). This storyline is pivotal in the story grand. It is about change and it’s where we see the beginning of Dream’s ultimate change. Throughout their search, we get glimpses of Destruction and his talking dog, Barnabas, as they come to realize someone is searching for them.

Dream and Delirium visit Destiny, who advises them to forget the search, but if they are to continue they need an oracle, one of the family, in other words, the oracle Orpheus. Together they go and visit Orpheus. Orpheus reveals where Destruction is and asks in return that Dream end Orpheus’ life.

First, Dream and Delirium go and visit Destruction. They meet him and Barnabas for a meal and conversation. We learn that Destruction left his realm when he realized that humans were beginning to learn science and that would inevitably lead to the means of their own destruction (the bomb) and he realized that change happened without him, so he left changes to themselves. In the end, Destruction declines to return and leaves Barnabas with Delirium to help her through her next change. He then walks off to the other side of the sky. All that’s left is for Dream to grant Orpheus his wish, which he does, killing a family member and ending this storyline.
World’s End is another collection of short stories tied together within stories told in an inn during a reality storm. We have travelers from all times and worlds collected together in a cosmic inn that exists as a safe harbor during reality storms, which shake the fabric of reality. Two people from our world are driving late at night and are run off the road by some mythical creature. As they stumble from the wreck they get lost and end up at the Worlds’ End inn. They gather with other guests, and stories are told to pass the time.

The first is a tale of two cites in which a man who loves the city he lives in one day gets on an other-worldly train, with Dream, and when he gets off, he is in a strange shadow of his former city, just ghosts of people, and nothing looks quite right. He runs into an old man who says they are trapped in the city’s dreams, and then he sees a door he recognizes, runs through it and is back in the waking city. Since then, he has lived in the country for fear of cities that will one day wake up.

The second story is told by the Faerie, Cluracan. He recounts a swashbuckling adventure where he goes and brings down an evil religious leader (with a little help from Dream) and was returning when he ended up here.

We then hear a story from Jim. It is a story about a young girl who disguised herself as a boy in order to sail the seas on the tall ships. She runs into Hob Gadling and they take a voyage together. At sea she sees a huge Sea Serpent and then they crashed ashore, ending up here.
The fourth story we hear is of an alternative United States. In this United States, a boy named Prez Rickard grows up and becomes president at 18-years-old and basically lives up to the Dream of America as is should be. Then one day his wife is assassinated and he disappears and dies himself. In death, he meets Dream and moves on to other worlds that need him to fix them.

We then hear a story of the necropolis Litharge. A necropolis is a city where they are devoted to the ceremonies of the dead. And a student from this city tells of the underground cavern that houses the cerements for the Endless when they die.

The last story is told by the woman from our world, who says she doesn’t have a story. She says she is just a lonely, unhappy woman, and she ends up deciding to stay in the inn. The stories close with the ending of the reality storm and we see a huge, solemn funeral procession across the night sky. We see the Endless and a host of gods and characters from the earlier stores, and Death. We end with the man from our world, telling a bartender this whole tale, his whole life having been transformed by the tale related. We see the magic and power that stories have in our lives.
kindly ones

The next storyline is the Kindly Ones. In it we see the death of this incarnation of Dream. The story starts with the Kindly Ones, the three women who weave the tale we are experiencing. Lyta Hall, who was pregnant with Daniel in the Dreaming (in The Doll’s House) is searching for Daniel who has been kidnapped. She goes on a quest through the real and imaginary realms. She is after Dream (she remembers his promise to take her child) and in search of the Kindly Ones for revenge. Dream sends the Corinthian and Matthew off in search of Daniel.

They find Daniel and Dream returns to the Dreaming to find that the Kindly Ones have taken over and threaten to destroy it all. Death arrives and calls off the Kindly Ones and she and Dream talk. They touch hands and Dream dies, but Death comes from life and the story ends with Daniel transforming into the new incarnation of Dream in white.
The climatic storyline is The Wake. In it, we get to see the new Dream and watch as others mourn the passing of the old. The five remaining Endless create a messenger, a man named Eblis O’Shaughnessy, who walks down in the catacombs of Litharge and collects the cerements for Dream. Meanwhile, the new Dream is creating the Dreaming anew while his wake as it is attended by gods and characters from throughout the series and dreamers galore (of course this all occurs in a dream). Dream goes to meet his family as we read, “and then, fighting to stay asleep, wishing it would go on forever, sure that once the dream was over, it would never come back... you woke up.”

We then get three epilogues. In the first, we again meet Hob Gadling, who is hanging out with his girlfriend and getting drunk. He meets with Death and they talk and Hob decides he still wants to live, and then he has a dream where he and the old Dream and Destruction walk and talk on the beach. Next, we have a tale of a Chinese wise man who is traveling across a desert and gets into a soft place and meets with both the old and new Dreams and the new Dream offers him a place in the Dreaming, but the man gracefully declines and goes on living his life. Finally, we end with Shakespeare, as he is writing the second play, the Tempest, for the old Dream. And we see Shakespeare ask Dream why he wanted this play, and Dream replies that he wanted a tale of graceful ends. And thus ends the initial story grand of the Sandman.
Subsequently, Gaiman has written three more Sandman stories. The first is a short one titled, “The last Sandman story.” In it we hear Gaiman talk of telling stories and how the stories haunt the teller and how he and Dave McKean and others did meet some of the characters from the stories. And he relates that deep down he believes in the power of stories and in the idea of the Sandman.

We then get an illustrated prose piece that Gaiman wrote to celebrate the Sandman’s tenth anniversary. It is essentially a retelling of an old Japanese myth, “The Fox, the Monk and the Mikado of All Night’s Dreaming.” In it, a fox and a monk slowly fall in love and a scared wizard wants to live in peace and learns of the serene monk. The wizard wants to steal his peace (thus killing him, but only without harming him so it is a death in dreams). The fox learns of this and visits Dream and pleads with him to help the monk. With his advice she decides to hunt down the monk’s dreams and catch them unto herself, which she does (and dies in her dream). The monk then also visits Dream and wishes to free the fox. The monk frees her and dies himself (although they had time together in dreams). The fox then goes and seeks revenge on the wizard, destroying him and all that is his. Dream and a raven talk of these events and the lessons to be learned. In dreams there may be a fox and a monk together or there may not. Dreams are strange things and none but the Mikado of All Night’s Dreaming can say whether they are true or not, nor what they can tell us of times to come.

With that, we almost come to the end of the story grand of the Sandman.

The *preceding* discussion is a summary of the themes and occurrences throughout the story grand of the *Sandman* narrative. Now we will explore and explain how the medium enhanced the *story* and the story enhanced the *medium*. 
More than the Myst comic and webcomic, the Sandman comics takes full advantage of the medium employed to orchestrate the telling, and the receiving, of the story. Again, the main characteristics of narrative are plot, setting, character and theme. Like the novels, the comics explore and illustrate all of these characteristics, but therein lies a main difference - comics literally illustrate them.

The visuals in comics do a load of work. The words are also important but exist in collaborative tension with the graphics. So, it would be a gross misuse of the medium to put a lot of description in words, where a drawing can do it much more gracefully and succinctly, freeing up the words to dance with the images in exciting ways when the dance is well executed, as it is in the Sandman. The Myst comic is driven by character, the two sons to be exact, and they are whisked through scenery with such rapid pacing that the events and their setting seem rather unimportant. In the space of a couple of panels the brothers have gone from mischievous boys to evil young brats. Granted, speeding up time can be used in a variety of interesting and pointed ways, but when events are so willy-nilly and disjointed they lose any meaning, and there seems to be no development of an overall theme at all. Maybe this is due to the fact that this was the first comic of four, and the other three were never completed, so there is a sense of lacking in general that may have been solved with an entire run of the comic’s storyline. Even so, this first comic is a stumbling beginning that does little to further the Myst story grand. The Myst V webcomic is much more evocative than the comic book, as it foregrounds the themes found in the Myst story grand;
That said, let’s move to a discussion of the Sandman comics. These comics push the edges of the medium into a dance of words and images that is unbelievably wondrous and overflowing with subtle and deep meanings. It is a work that centers around themes, the theme of storytelling in particular. Gaiman deftly weaves this theme into his characters, settings and plots. As a medium, comics favor the visual, which in turn builds up the characters and settings more than the plot and themes (in general). Gaiman takes the theme of storytelling and makes it his palette from which he gives us an enigmatic character, Dream, the Sandman, and all of his siblings - Death, Destiny, Desire, Destruction, Delirium (who was once Delight) and Despair.

Each is an “anthropomorphic personification” of consciousness. Dream is the personification of our stories. So, this theme of the power and beauty of story is given a mercurial shape in the character of Dream (who often is not even present - or at most is in the background of other’s stories - in the stories being related across the series). From this theme and character we get the wonderful setting of the Dreaming, Dream’s realm that is the astral land of our dreams. And from Dream and our dreams we get the various storylines across Sandman that culminate in an intricate (and phoenix-like) suicide and rebirth of Dream and of storytelling itself.

Again, the narrative elements of these comics have less to do with the medium itself, and more to do with the authors’ choices within this medium. Gaiman takes the medium of comics and pushes it to tell a unique story that needs the dance of images and words in order to be related. He plays with standard
conventions and goes beyond them. For instance, a strength of comics is the iconic quality of the images. This is often seen in our superheroes (we all know what Superman and Batman look like). So, across artists and writers, Superman is easily recognized as a character and with this recognition comes a framework that shapes the story for the reader. Gaiman bends this with the character of Dream. Outside of pale skin, black hair and black clothes, the visual representation of Dream is endlessly varied. He shifts and melds from panel to panel and from context to context. The one visual consistency is the bold, dark and wiggly textual style used to represent the words he speaks. Otherwise he is mercurial and ever changing in appearance, undermining the graphic iconography, but strengthening a thematic iconography. He is he Morpheus, king of our dreams and stories, the Mikado of All Night’s Sleeping.

By allowing the strengths of images and words to combine together, Gaiman creates an intuitive reading experience that draws us into the visuals and places the words on the pages so that or eyes find the pacing of the story. Unlike most novels, comics rely heavily on the page layout in order to convey the story. The panels within the pages set out a grid for our eyes to follow and then the writer and artists have to place the images and words together in the panels in such a way as to suggest (or control) where the reader’s attention goes from one spot on the page to the next. Slightly like novels, the flow generally goes from left to right and works its way down the page. And like novels, this convention can be subverted to push the medium and/or the reader. Gaiman is a writer who collaborates intensely with his artist on page layout. He uses the layout to help relate meaning within the story. The layout can often give a visual and temporal beat to the pacing of the story. When a character sits there across a couple of panels without saying
anything, we get a palpable sense of the silence and the moments passed within that silence (Gaiman, personal interview). It would be hard to so eloquently describe this silence in words, but it is seamlessly illustrated with images. This beat can be used in many other temporal ways. Panels can be close together and crammed on the page, giving a sense of claustrophobia and increased speed, or they can be stretched across the page, slowing time down, or you can turn the page and there is just a single, large image that spreads across two pages, making for an amazingly significant moment. And it is not just what happens in the panels. Like film, comics have the strength of what they do not show in between the panels. The gutter (the space between the panels on the page) can often be where the action occurs off screen as it were. In one panel, we can see that someone is about to die a horrible death, and the next panel can be a gravestone, opening up our imaginations to exactly how gruesome that death may have been. Concurrently, what does get illustrated can be graphically compelling to a story. The powerful imagery can haunt the words of the story, adding depth and resonance to the dance.

And Gaiman does a lot with what he and the various artists choose to show. They use the plastic, elastic medium of comics to wonderful effect. Dream may be the most perfect comic book character ever, living in the dreaming, the landscape of our collective unconscious where everything can blur and melt and shimmer and drift away into the dark corners of the panel and the story and our minds. And he uses these images and words to weave a meta-mythical framework that encompasses stories and storytelling. Dream and the rest of the Endless are manifestations of consciousness. As such, they have been around since there has been life in the universe.
And these perspectives span across myths and cultures; encompassing Greek, Roman, Norse, Asian, Egyptian, Faerie, Native-American and Western and Shakespearean mythologies and religions. In this speculative world, the gods walked the earth and the Endless were always already there as a perspective of our consciousness. So, we see a story that includes the truth of old myths while coloring these truths anew with associations and illustrations across cultures and eras. Gaiman is using the dance between words and images, the heart and soul of this hybrid medium, to explore the very nature of storytelling and our abilities to share meaning and experiences through our dreams and stories.
Beyond comics, hypermedia appears to be the ultimate hybrid medium, able to incorporate all the other mediums. The immersive hypermedia environment of Myst came out in 1994 and was a smashing success in the computer game world. It currently is one of the all-time best-selling CD-ROM games. In addition, many people have noted that it opened up a new type of storytelling. As Jon Carroll states, Myst was the “first interactive artifact to suggest that a new art form may well be plausible, a kind of puzzle box inside a novel inside a painting -- only with music. Or something” (“Guerillas,” 1). A fun and frustrating aspect of Myst is that it is the intertwining of a story and a game. To experience the story you have to play the game - the two go hand in hand. For those who want to treat Myst solely as a multimedia novel of sorts, the puzzle traits of the piece may get in the way and keep the reader from reading. And if you want to treat it as a game and only a game, the story can distract the player from the puzzles, keeping the player from zipping through and winning the game. For Myst, I believe both views are valid, but games in general do not necessarily tell a story.

The Myst story grand was originally inspired by Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island. Like the protagonists in Verne’s novel, the reader/player of Myst is stranded on an island that is full of haunting enchantments just waiting to be discovered. Myst does something in a very different and interesting way though. Ideally, while reading Mysterious Island, the reader is swept into this fantastic world of adventure, piggybacking on the shoulders of the protagonists as they discover the wonders of the island. Myst pays homage to the power of books to
suck you into their worlds by framing the worlds you explore within books themselves. In fact, the storyline reveals that the worlds you are walking around in have been created by someone through a special form of writing. The act of writing is treated as an act of creation in this story. You place your hand on the book page and you are literally in the world of the book, fully experiencing it.

This homage to another medium also shows a characteristic of Myst. It borrows heavily on the mediums of literature, graphic design and film. The creators of hypermedia are in the process of discovering how to use the medium to its best advantage. As David Miles notes, Myst is in accordance with Marshall McLuhan’s fourth law of media: the initial development of a new medium will retrieve forms from prior mediums (4). So, the creators of Myst are retrieving conventions and forms from literature, film and graphic design, and combining them together within the newer hypermedia on a CD-ROM. Eventually, the medium’s unique nature will be fully realized, but currently we are going to continue seeing media retrievals resonating through hypermedia. Myst emerges from this exciting (and possibly awkward) stage in the development of hypermedia.

This new medium of hypermedia does create new possibilities for storytelling. As George Landow notes, hypertext is composed of words, images and sounds linked by multiple paths in an open-ended perpetually unfinished form (3). The “reader” is allowed to explore the range of possibilities within the narrative of Myst (there are several endings to Myst). I believe this overt multiplicity brings a new aura to a piece of art. The “reader’s” experience has a
presence in time and space. It is your reading that opens the meaning of the story. You puzzle it out as quickly or as carefully as you can or wish. While there may be millions of copies of Myst, your reading has a unique sense of time and space to it. You have to puzzle it out your way, which may be by buying a book that gives you clues to the puzzles, or talking to friends about how they are “playing” through the story, or going on-line for hints and cheats, or working it out solely by yourself. Granted this aura is not a fixed one as Benjamin originally intended. Instead, it is a performative one that occurs and resonates with the “reader’s” experience and exploration of the story.

The term, “immersive environment,” is how some people are presently describing the worlds of the CD-ROM medium of Myst (Carroll, “(D)Riven,” 3). These immersive environments are being talked about as being beyond a game and a novel. They are worlds in which a reader can, and is supposed to, get lost. To enter into these worlds, you need a computer with the capabilities to run the color graphics, video and sound of the immersive environment. It is often recommended that you enter these immersive environments in a darkened room (so the graphics are at their best clarity) and to have a set of stereo speakers to take full advantage of the surround sound effects of the piece. So, if you hear a sound from your left speaker, it means there is something over to the left of the screen shot at which you are currently looking.

The experience of exploring these immersive environments can be described in a variety of ways. First, there are the two levels of experience. In meat space, you are more than likely sitting at your desk (in the dark remember) with your computer on. You are looking at the various “places” the three dimensional
graphics are representing for you while music and ambient noises are playing from your speakers. You are pointing and clicking with your mouse (which guides a little hand icon about the “scene” you are viewing) to go to adjoining “places”, or to manipulate an object, or to look more closely at something else within the scene. One strategy is to point and click as much as possible all over the screen to see what does and/or does not happen (this is a trick of one who is starting to become frustrated by the lack of progress in the story, or just simply wants to solve the puzzles and win the game).

The above is a fairly accurate description of how you look while you’re “in” this world. To be fair, the other level of the experience needs to be described; succinctly put, you actually feel like you are in the world. Oh sure, you can self-reflexively realize that you are just sitting at your desk, but you definitely respond to what you see and hear in this world. You dissolve from the level of pointing and clicking, looking at your screen and listening to your speakers. You begin to walk through the woods, listening to a gentle breeze rustle through the forest, and the distant sound of water lapping on a not too far off shore. You hear a noise off to your left. Startled, you quickly turn and see a slightly creepy looking brick building with stairs leading down into the dark. Bravely, you start down the stairs. There are a few stark lights above, but you walk from shadow to shadow. The pipes creak and groan around you. Water drips. Just the kind of place that a person might run into something you would rather not. You hastily beat a retreat back up and out into the woods. Freed from the claustrophobic dungeon you bask in the wind and sunshine.

That is what it can feel like in these immersive environments, even though
you’ve just been sitting at your desk in the dark. Granted, books whisk you away to the worlds they describe, but in these immersive environments, you are not only the reader, but the protagonist as well. The actions of the story are not just having an effect on the characters, they have an effect on you. You don’t die in Myst, but you can get trapped forever (in a lot of games, you can die in a lot of ways). If you’re a gamer, this just means you’ve lost; you start over from your last saving point (in these environments, there are no pages to place a bookmark, so you save your progress as you go). If you’re into the story, you’re stuck, so the story has had a rather unfortunate ending. You can try again for a more satisfying ending though. And you can get stumped by the puzzles, so that the story/game is no longer progressing. You have to figure the mysterious story out within the world itself (like Sherlock Holmes) or you get a little outside help (from a clue or hint book, or web pages with clues or cheats, or a friend who has already experienced the story of this environment). As in the playground game of tag, in this immersive environment, you are it.

The mysterious experience of the story of Myst illustrates the characteristics of Deleuze’s paradox of pure becoming. The meaning is fixed, but it is open. You get a sense of the potentially “infinite identity of both directions and sense at the same time” (2). The audience gets “two much and not enough” (2). The medium allows for a multitude of possibilities, but it makes it hard to construct a narrative that can evoke responses. Instead, the “readers” develops the story as they go. But the various possibilities can leave some gaps in the narrative since it is hard for a creator to second-guess every possible action that audience may want to take.

So, you fill in the storyline as you figure out the mystery. Hayden White notes that a general characteristic of narrative is to fill in the gaps and
discontinuities of events (9). This is a weakness of hypertext - gaps abound, disrupting the story. Even the creators of Myst admit that its story does not make sense at times (Carroll, “(D)Riven,” 2). Another characteristic of narrative is the desire for a conclusion. Myst has several endings, but as Landow points out, hypertext can be “perpetually unfinished” (3). Even so, for readers to follow the story, they are expecting an end point of some sort (110). There are several ways to deal with this. One, it can be left infinitely and rhizomatically open like the hypertextual experience of the web. Two, there can be several endings. Three, the narrative can be multilinear in that your actions from the beginning of interaction with the narrative to the end all have consequences on how the story will end.

The second option is the easy way out. The creators simply have a losing and winning ending to the game. The first option is the most pure realization of a post-structural theory of reading that grows (and regresses) infinitely. The third is the most interesting, and is the one attempted in Myst. With this option, the creator constructs a variety of narrative paths that are braided together, crossing, diverging and influencing all the other paths. Thus, the “reader’s” choices are prescribed, but each choice helps to build the narrative towards a conclusion(s). In this way, the”player” is not hurt by missing a clue. The story still progresses, just in a different path. Through your choices, you can travel on a variety of the paths and puzzle out the story. So, in reality, one reading can be different than another, and you can get to an end without having “read” all of the story.

The potential for many varied “readings” of this hypertextual medium can be seen as performative in that each reading is different from any other. Peggy Phelan notes that a performance cannot be reproduced; it can be repeated, but then it is a different production (Unmarked 146). So, each reading of Myst is not a
reproduction of another reading. Instead, it is a re-experiencing of the storyline. The performative nature of this computer-bound medium has led Brenda Laurel to look at computers as theatre. For Laurel, computers have the “capacity to represent action in which humans [can] participate” (1). The “readers” are performers within the hypertextual narrative, shaping the actions and outcomes by the choices they make. You perform the story by participating in the narrative, puzzling and playing through the process. As Johan Huizinga notes in Homo Ludens, playing is one of our most significant functions (1). And it is playful in the Derridean sense that you are performing within a “‘coded’ or iterable” context (that of the creator’s constraints on your choices) (Margins ..., 326). So, while you play, and may do something different from one time to the next within the story, it is also within an iterable context.

This context is the immersive environment of Myst. A hypertextual experience in which you point and click at various spots on the screen that may, or may not, take you to another screen shot in which you can point and click your way through onto the next one. What is interesting about the hypertextuality of Myst is the context helps to hide the links and smooth out your experience much more than in a web page. For the most part, when you are on the web you see a page of highlighted words and images and you click, and then you see another page with words and images. It has the feel of sifting through a card catalog; you are seeing a lot of information that is connected by the links.

In Myst, the graphics, music and ambient sound are there to help you suspend your disbelief and go into the world. You don’t “see” the links. Instead, you see a stairway and you point and click on the stairway to start climbing up it.
The world of **Myst** holds together on a literal level, because the creators are trying to offer you the best opportunity to immerse yourself in this world. With hypertext, they could have made each link a visual and aural non sequitur, each click taking you somewhere that has no direct visual or aural relation to the preceding screen shot. This would be quite jarring and confusing, making it much harder to immerse yourself. So, the world of Myst behaves in a physical way: gravity works, you walk around, you do not jump off and fly away, you do not walk through walls, etc.

This illusion is sometimes broken apart by the urge to go somewhere on the screen and have your clicks garner no response. The creators have made a finite world, even with all of their attention to detail in this immersive environment, in which there are invisible walls. You may want to jump into the water, but since the storyline does not progress that way, you aren’t able to do so. Nothing happens. You may want to be able to explore everywhere and everything you see, but there are borders and edges to this world. Obversely, the minute details can sometimes disable the illusion they are meant to uphold. You can look up and see a chandelier hanging from the ceiling, and you want to go up there and you can’t. It really has nothing to do with the story, but it is a detail meant to flesh out the environment. Instead, it can lead you to think of your immersion abstractly. Why does the world have to be so literal? Why can’t you walk through walls, or climb up the hill instead of the stairs? Why can’t you go in any direction and have there be no visible end? Why can’t you click anywhere on the screen and have something happen? The borders and details are what allow you to immerse yourself in this world and also get frustrated by it.

As a “reader” of **Myst**, you are constantly made aware of the hypertext
medium on another level as well. The story does not progress unless you can puzzle through it. Parts of the story do not make sense, and the only way to make full sense of them is to read the books. As Richard Shiff has written, “The meanings of the mediums evolve as a result of their interactions” with other mediums(8). Meaning in Myst comes out of the association and interaction of the three mediums. To experience the story grand of Myst, the audience needs to engage each medium.

The juxtaposition of the mediums (hypertext, novel and comic) through the story grand helps to show the strengths and weaknesses of a hypermedia CD-ROM. In Myst, the creators tried to use narrative to create the illusion of free will for the “reader” (Carroll, “(D)Riven,” 2). But then it was hard to mix the story of the reader and the story of the narrative. In hypertext, it’s hard to tell a story. The non-linearity makes it difficult for the creators to actually build a narrative that can evoke emotional responses (Carroll, “(D)Riven,” 4). Too much of a structuring narrative would limit the possibilities. Instead, the novels serve as a way to structure the narrative that the interactive, hypermedia CD-ROMs do not allow. The strength of the CD-ROM is also its weakness. Having readers be such an integral part of the story makes it hard to dictate their interactions with the piece. So, the story has to be left open and fluid, instead of fixed and directed. It is a new way of “writing” and “reading” to be sure.

Indeed, the hypertextual form of Myst makes manifest a post-structural theory of reading in which the reader is just as active a creator in the meaning of the text as the author. As a reader of hypertext, you get to choose which way you want to go in the narrative, but those choices are constrained and determined by the author. So, it is not limitless interactivity with no structure whatsoever. But it
does reposition the point of view of the narration to the reader/player. If not the narrator, the reader/player is the driving force behind the story’s progression.

A fair question to ask of this manifestation of a theory is this: Is it better or worse that we can now do and experience the reading process as described by post-structural theories? Or in other words, what’s the point of realizing a theory? The point is less about whether it is better or worse, and more about how to better utilize the medium of hypermedia. It becomes an issue of the quality of the content. So, while Myst is no great masterpiece of literature or art, it is still one of the best representatives of this new medium. The goal should be to keep exploring how to improve the content of this new medium so that one day we will have a masterpiece of hypermedia comparable to those in literature and art.

It should be noted that this realization of a post-structural theory of reading is not the final nail in the coffin of the author. Instead, the role of the author has been repositioned. The author(s) are now a director, writer, choreographer, cartographer, curator, artist, musician, programmer and designer all together (and often a team of people). On top of the mixing of multiple mediums, the creator has to script for multiple and open possibilities that hypermedia allows so that the reader will have more choices and become more implicated in the narrative and more immersed in the environment.
So, to begin the game and start experiencing the story and environment, you boot up your CD-ROM and click on the Myst icon. You see the logos of the various companies who helped put this CD-ROM together (quite like the credits of a movie). You then see an animation of a man falling down towards you from the lip of a crevasse. The figure disappears, but a book continues falling down into the darkness. As it falls, credits continue to roll and a disembodied voice intones:

“I realized the moment I fell into the fissure that the book would not be destroyed as I had planned. It continued falling into that starry expanse, of which I had only a fleeting glimpse. I have tried to speculate where it might have landed, but I must admit that such conjecture is futile. Still, questions about whose hands might one day hold my Myst book are unsettling to me. I know my apprehensions might never be allayed, and so I close, realizing that perhaps the ending has not yet been written.”

As the voice-over ends the book lands and you can pick it up. You are at the beginning of this new chapter; the Myst book has fallen into your hands. You open the book and see a picture of an island. If you point and click with your mouse/hand on the picture in the book, the screen fades out with a zooming noise. The screen fades back in and you are standing in the picture. You are on the island. Standing on a dock by the waters’ edge, the narrative has begun anew.
From this meager introduction the reader/player is left to **puzzle** through the story. Essentially, it is a mystery. You are trying to figure out what has happened to Atrus and Catherine and their two sons, Sirrus and Achenar. As the reader, you are the sleuth in and of the tale. You are an active participant, navigating the hypertextual links, or better yet, walking around the island, exploring. The **story** does not progress until you have figured out the next puzzle as you piece together the story. The story only comes from your pointing and clicking your way through the haunting worlds into which you have fallen.

The tense of this narrative is twofold. There is the immediate story of you, the reader/player, trying to solve the game, and there is Atrus’ story that occurred in the recent past and that you are presently working your way through. You spend the vast majority of your time walking around empty, haunting rooms and landscapes. You see and hear atmospheric phenomena, but you spend most of your time alone, trying to “solve” the story. The point of view is quite interesting because, in a sense, narrator and audience collapse into one. Or to be more specific, you are the main character of the current discovery of the past story narrated by Atrus and sons. The storyline does not advance unless you figure things out. Unlike a book, where to get to the end you just keep reading, the “game” of **Myst** can only progress if you start solving the puzzle. You, the reader, are the impetus behind the narration.

After working your way through the story and “winning” the game (there are three or four possible endings depending on the player’s decisions), the narrative experience shifts from the hypertextual interactivity of **Myst** to the linear experience of the three **Myst** novels and then the **Myst** comic book.
The story grand does return to hypermedia with the subsequent games. Readers become players again, participants in the narrative, puzzling through the story as they point and click around the new worlds. A new twist to the medium is added though. In Myst, you basically spent your whole time alone, searching for what has happened. In the later games, there are characters who you can talk to and ask questions, and they will answer you, some truthfully, some not. The puzzle aspect is even more integrated into the story. You decide whether to believe a character based on your knowledge of the story so far. So, puzzling through the story is even more a part of the immersive experience. Once again, you are an active part in the development of the story. The narrative is waiting for you to figure it out.

The experience of the story grand of Myst is a hypertextual one in itself. It consists of the immersive environments of the CD-ROMs and the linear story in the novels and comic book. As a reader of these mediums, you make the links between each of these storylines and narratives. Reading the novels and comic book and engaging with the gamess is how you experience the story grand of Myst. The narrative is associated between the mediums. What hypermedia lacks is made up for in the novels. A fair critique of this phenomenon is that a quality story should be able to exist on its own in whatever medium. Presently, no one working in hypertext and hypermedia has developed a masterpiece comparable to those in literature and art. But, the medium is still in its infancy and is still retrieving from older mediums. Given time, a masterpiece may be developed that fully utilizes the unique capabilities of hypertext and hypermedia and does not have to rely on supplementary novels and comics. The question is whether or not people will keep trying in this new medium, which realizes the audience’s role in
creating a story, or will they find that to realize a theory of reading is too self-recursive to be of much use or interest. Time and experience will tell that story.

I still find it worthwhile to look at how a narrative can develop across mediums. The story grand that is related in Myst could not have occurred in one medium. You would lose the unique qualities of the combination of the mediums if you used only one. The novels give linear structure for storytelling. The comic book illustrated a world to be seen. The games put you in the story itself, puzzling through the narrative. Combining the narrative across these mediums gives you a story in which you are not only a reader, but a “co-author, theater goer, movie goer, museum visitor and player, all at the same time” (Miles 4).
While the games of Myst were primarily solo adventures (outside of the brief foray online with Uru) Ultima Online (UO) is a massively multi-player online role-playing game that takes place in the fictional world of Britannia, an immersive environment found online. This narrative takes place not on a CD-ROM, but over the internet and it illustrates some dynamic facets of hypermedia not seen in CD-ROM. It is an immense fantasy world with monsters, animals, people and more. Nightly, thousands of players log on to inhabit this world and go on adventures and quests as mages, healers, fighters and rogues.

In terms of size, UO is one of the largest on-line gaming worlds. Britannia is a massive environment with cities, dungeons, shrines, and lots and lots of wilderness. Unlike Myst, which is a static CD-ROM world, Britannia is a persistent, evolving world. You develop your character over time and you can make yourself a home that stays within the world.

Britannia is not as graphically lush as Myst, but the 2-D isometric images are of high quality. As Amy Jo Kim notes:

“The details are meaningful -- you can pick up and read that book on the library shelf, or play that game of checkers in the Tavern. The people and creatures are charmingly animated; you hear hoofbeats, and watch as three knights on horseback ride by, their capes flowing in the breeze, followed by a lumbering bear and a bedraggled-looking dog. Sound effects (such as approaching footsteps) and music cues (that accompany meaningful events)
are used sparingly yet effectively. A mind-boggling variety of clothing options allows each participating character to develop a truly unique look (“Ultima Online”).”

And on top of all of this, Britannia is a very interactive place. You can build yourself a house, talk with other people, sell goods, train animals, steal, eat food, etc. “There are 27 different types of animals, and 30 types of monsters - and each of these automated creatures has an appropriate set of (beautifully animated) behaviors for reacting to events” (Kim, “Ultima Online”). But as Kim points out, “it’s the power of ‘interactivity in context’ that makes UO feel so alive” (“Ultima Online”). When you do something in Britannia, the environment responds within its conceptual framework. For instance, if you train a bear but you don’t feed him, he might start ignoring you and go looking for food; but he may not be able to find food if the woods have been over hunted by other players (Kim, “Ultima Online”).

Another interesting aspect of the interactivity within Britannia has to do with the persistence of the world itself. Repeated visits are rewarded because as you play and progress, your character gains more abilities and skills and new parts of the world open up for you with these new abilities. And you get to mark your progress through your clothes and accessories. You start off without any clothes, but as you go, you get to be more and more visually impressive and the variations are staggering - you really get to personally tailor your look. So, your progress is displayed for all to see and gives a graphic representation of seniority. Along with skills and clothing, you also gain cash. So, as you play, you learn how to make (or steal) money within Britannia, which allows you to buy things (supplies, houses, clothing). And as you play and get better and richer, you develop a reputation for
all to see in where you live and what you wear.

And this environment has inspired community behaviors. Many players care about the social and political climate of Britannia and they take action to try to improve the climate. “A nascent civil government is emerging, and some citizens are organizing themselves into groups that have goals, values and a clearly articulated moral stance” (Kim, “Ultima Online”). But not everybody gets involved on a virtual civic level. There are many players who just want an RPG (role playing game). Others just want to go on hunts, killing other players. Others just want to form online friendships within this environment. It is a testament to UO’s flexible and open-ended environment that all of these perspectives can find a home within Britannia.

This diverse nature makes Britannia an addictive and frustrating place. Kim notes that, “on the one hand, it’s a game -- with rules to learn, roles to play and status to track. On the other hand, it’s a virtual world -- with complex social, economic and ecological systems that affect the gaming experience of each and every player” (Kim, “Ultima Online”). So, when lots of different people enter this world, “they’ll inevitably find the stress fractures in the complex, interlocking systems -- which will force the game designers to patch the systems and rewrite the rules” (“Ultima Online”).

This is part and parcel of an ever-evolving online environment, but Garriot and the UO team made some mistakes. For example, in the interest of “realism,” the in-game communication facilities in UO are badly crippled” (Kim, “Ultima Online”). So, most of the players use ICQ (an application that enables instant messaging) to communicate with each other outside of the game environment (and this
allows them to talk while logged onto Britannia).

A particularly social issue that the Britannia community has had to address is player-killing (and violence in general). Interestingly, the community has dealt with player-killing by grouping together into Guilds. And Kim believes that the Guilds are what “Britannian culture, and perhaps on-line culture in general, is really all about” (Kim, “Ultima Online”). “Ultima Online” offers many features that facilitate Guilds and Clans, such as being able to dress alike, develop synergistic team-oriented skills and pool resources to purchase and furnish a shared Guild House” (“Ultima Online”). In fact, players liked the Guilds so much, that UO added more features to the game to encourage and facilitate Guilds and their activities. And Kim notes that, “what’s fascinating and important about these bottom-up, self-organizing, member-created groups is what people are learning about how to build and manage an effective distributed team. To form a Guild in UO, people who are geographically scattered must come together, organize themselves, define their shared values and goals and decide how to best move forward to achieve those goals” (“Ultima Online”).

Kim illustrates how, “Ultima Online gives us a tantalizing glimpse of how cyberspace could be. It’s the largest, most complex and most ambitious virtual world yet” (“Ultima Online”). She states that:

“This highly responsive, ever evolving game is triggering that age-old impulse to bond together into groups. You could look at UO, and similar game worlds, as on-line training environments for team-building, places where small, synergistic, geographically-distant teams are learning how to
work together effectively and develop the leadership and role-playing skills that are necessary for surviving in an increasingly networked world. As more and more people inhabit cyberspace, multiplayer game worlds like **Ultima Online** will proliferate -- because they offer experiences that people are hungry for, and because their responsive and open-ended nature leverages the basic power and potential of the Internet as a **real-time interactive** medium ("Ultima Online")."
MitterNachtSpiel is another CD-ROM based hypermedia experience, but unlike Myst and Ultima Online, it is a sensuous, free-associative work of interactive art. It is a wondrous experience that beckons you to explore the sights and sounds and play at midnight with the moon and a cast of bizarre characters created by Kveta Pacovksa in a children’s book of the same name. But she takes off from the book and makes a hypermedia work of art. The story is given a framework on the packaging (there are no words spoken or written throughout the hypermedia experience): “The theater at night is dark and quiet. The actors are all sound asleep until midnight, when the moon rises above the theater. As if to say, ‘Is anyone down there?’ the moon looks down at the theater. As moonlight beams upon the stage, one by one, the actors awake to perform all kinds of fun music, movements and tricks.” As J.C. Herz notes, “As in a ballet, namely “The Nutcracker,” the story [of MitterNachtSpiel] is merely a premise for the visual and musical delight that follow” (Herz, “Making Art...”).

Essentially, MitterNachtSpiel is a performative interactive hypermedia work. Nothing happens without your playing with the piece. Once you do, you dance through sights and sounds and romp with characters through and in a variety of interconnected and recursive scenes. Herz believes it illustrates the qualities of drawing and painting. She notes one scene where you pull colors
across the screen and:

“because of the split-second delay, and the way the color overlays itself with a subtle shadow, it’s more like drawing with oil pastels than with a computer paint program. The color doesn’t feel as though it’s made of pure light. It feels as though it’s made of something soft, unctuous, thick and blendable. On this digital canvas, there is a pleasure in the gesture of painting, in the illusion of texture, that makes the experience into an abstract expressionist exercise whose fluid quality is enhanced by a trance-inducing drum-and-woodwind soundtrack (“Making Art...”).”

The tactile experience builds as you click into other scenes. There is one where you shuffle through torn pieces of paper and hear the ruffle of paper as you slowly uncover a bell-ringling clown. Often you can change scenes from within a scene itself, as you expand or contract into the images and into another scene. And “as you move among these images, their relationships deepen” (Herz, “Making Art...”). You find out that you’ve just had a playful moment on the leg of a clown, who there in turn morphs into a world full of round colorful balls that melt into the body of a dragon. Throughout, thematic music connects with each character, so you come to recognize where (or who) you are by the music playing. In fact, there is one squiggly scene that plays all the music for you and you find yourself recalling all the connected images in the lines. There are several connecting scenes that take you to several places. One with six colored squares gives us more texture again. Each square has the “sound of a different art medium (charcoal, chalk or squeaky markers, paper being crumpled) and leads to another full-screen composition” (“Making Art...”).
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The recursive imagery and sounds are stitched together by the subtle transitions between scenes. You get to see the scenes become the leg of a clown.

“By illustrating the links between paintings, they knit the work together into a visual riddle -- a fractal jigsaw where the pieces fit together in multiple ways, adjacent to one another but also inside one another. One painting suggests a path through several others” (Herz, “Making Art...”). So, once you’ve begun to see the connections, the next time you return to a familiar scene, it’s virtually impossible not to view it anew because of the connections made. And as you begin to understand the connections, you get to play more knowledgeably within the scenes, taking paths you’ve been down before or looking for something new. “And the links are so multidimensional and nonlinear that understanding them becomes a delight in itself. Taken as a whole, the work is an exercise in nonsense logic worthy of Lewis Carroll” (“Making Art...”).

As Herz notes, MitterNachtSpiel, “speaks to the possibilities of digital media” (“Making Art...”). These interwoven sounds and images unwind into diverse links and connections, rendering us an interactive universe in which to play and make a story as we go. And the sounds and images are connected in ways words cannot easily be. “Verbal stories dissipate as they branch because they are progressive - the only way to learn more is to go forward. Visual stories deepen as they branch because they are recursive - you can understand something new by going back” and looking anew (“Making Art...”). The world created is one that spins around with you as you return through it and spin your own midnight play.
In looking at the narrative aspects of the three different hypermedia examples we get to see how diverse computer-mediated experiences can be. Let me note that as in books and comics (and all media for that matter) the narrative elements of all of these hypermedia experiences have more to do with the creators’ choices within this medium and less to do with the medium itself. These hypermedia games do not have to have a story at all.

In Myst, we are in a richly detailed world, alone for the most part, exploring and looking for clues and hints that reveal more of the story and allow us further into the game. Myst thrives in setting. The worlds and the atmosphere created within this experience is paramount. Next comes theme, an implicit need to carefully explore these worlds. And finally character and plot come into play on very low levels. You are the main character (an electronic Sherlock Holmes) and there are some other characters involved - Atrus, Catherine, Sirus and Achenar, etc. But mostly you are alone, wandering through these worlds trying to piece together the story. The plot suffers the most here. Outside of a magnificently persistent atmosphere and sense of exploration, there are very few ups and downs and points beyond just exploring more and unraveling more story as you solve more puzzles. The creators themselves complained that it was extremely hard for them to develop any variety of narrative tensions. They felt stuck with relying on the user to propel the story, and struggled to find ways to add more spice while still allowing as full a range of interactivity as possible (Carroll, “(D)Riven”). And so
the story is truly one where you are the driver. It does not proceed without you there unraveling it. You learn more about Myst as you make your way deeper into the worlds.

This reliance on the user being able to figure out the story (or win the game) has led to an interesting boon in guidebook and fan websites that offer you clues for completing the game successfully, and also in revealing all the little secrets tucked away in the worlds. So, while it is possible to play your way through the story and finish without having seen everything, these guides reveal all there is to know and see. They completely break down the puzzles and nooks and crannies and lay bare the entire experience. Once upon a time this would have been looked on as cheating, but now it has developed into part of the experience. For example, often the creators will put in secret little features that you can intentionally or accidentally stumble upon. They are called Easter eggs, because you have to look for them. People often share with each other the various eggs they have found and it becomes a part of the narrative experience (and opens the experience up to a community of people who have played the games). The story related in Myst is immensely rich in atmosphere and the spirit of exploration.

Whereas Myst has a community that has formed around the game to help each other play it fully, Ultima Online has a community within it. Myst is mainly a solo pursuit. You can play with several people sitting around one computer, but the perspective is solo. There is one “player” within the game with agency to propel the story forward. So you play alone with your CD in your computer and then you can talk about it with friends. Ultima Online is an internet-based game that allows thousands of people to play together, each from their own unique
perspective, interacting with each other within the world of Britannia. **Ultima Online** is strong on character. You assume one and it is your character that you grow with as you play. The world comes next. You develop yourself in this dungeons & dragons fantasy world. Then plots and themes come into play. There are storylines to pursue, mostly quests and such, and the themes are all over the map, all dependent on the community of players and their interests.

Now, one thing I should note is the technical difference between a CD-ROM and an internet-based experience. With a CD-ROM you have an experience that is delivered on a disc. This disc is a read-only copy, so once you get the game, that is the game you have. If you want another version of the game, the game company may release a patch, or you just have to buy another disc. While the experience is **dynamic and interactive**, the assets (graphics, programming, etc) are not; they stay the same. The internet is a completely different beast. The game is something in which you log on to another server (a computer that stays online constantly) to experience the game. The assets exist in a forum where they can be seamlessly (or not so seamlessly) updated as often as wanted or needed. So, the game could change radically; it could look different, have new features, new stories, new everything. **Ultima Online** exists in this **fluid** medium of the internet. You log on and interact with thousands of others, and Origin often places storylines within these worlds. There are quests to go on and things to do, but often the players themselves form communities that interact with each other and the stories are completely developed within the framework of this world. You assume a role (a character) and then you grow your character in this world by doing things with others. The stories all fit in this framework, but they
are as varied as the people who are playing. There have been tales of the 100 troll naked streak (each troll being a different player) and of the drunken bash thrown to complain to Lord Briton (Garriott) about the state of affairs.

And like Myst, a community has developed outside the game world. There are tons of fan websites and chat rooms where people get together and talk about Ultima Online. And in an interesting development, people have begun selling their characters and online possessions in the real world. For instance, someone who has taken a character and developed the character to expert levels and has a huge castle and lots of gold has sold all of the above on ebay. So, these people are making money on their work and there can be a financial reward for the reader/author of this Ultima Online world. The stories of Ultima Online while framed by Origin and Britannia are truly shaped and experienced by the players themselves.

MitterNachtSpiel is unlike the others in that it is a much more abstract and artistic experience. Like Myst, it is a CD-ROM, but that is where the similarity ends. It is heavy on theme and setting. You are playfully performing a theatrical piece with a moonlit cast of characters. These characters are iconic to the point of abstraction. You see them in a scene and then you see a scene in them. And the plot is fairly nonexistent. You play with them. You see them play. It is a magical movement of sights and sounds. It leaves you with a sense of wonder and joy. It is a story so simple (playing with the moon and friends) yet so surreal, seeing how recursive iterations of images and sounds associate and interweave as you perform an interactive hypermedia artwork with the moon.
All three examples amply illustrate how hypermedia opens up a complex variety of ways to relate and experience stories. Each incorporates multimedia and interactivity to enable readers/players agency in the narrative. Granted, readers have agency in books and comics, but it much more directly overt in hypermedia.
in conclusion

Looking at narratives and mediums has opened up how a medium affects the story told. It is one thing to say that we know it’s different to watch a movie than to read a book, but it’s another thing to delve into exactly how the differences and similarities emerge. After exploring the stories found in Myst, Sandman, Ultima Online and MitterNachtSpiel I believe the four building blocks of narrative do differ from medium to medium (for reasons that have little to do with the mediums themselves) and that computational hypermedia does indeed change what a story is and can be.
In discussing the narratives of Myst, Sandman Ultima OnLine and MitterNachtSpiel I used a schema of narrative composed of four characteristics: setting, character, theme and plot. These four characteristics are the building blocks of narrative. Together they combine to give us a story.

My contention is that these four building blocks of narrative differ in degree in relation to each other across mediums. Looking at my objects of study has shown that these blocks do differ across mediums, but not necessarily because of the mediums. Instead, it seems to have more to do with the authors of the texts, and less to do with the characteristics of the mediums themselves, that allows one block to foreground over the others. So, it becomes a matter of the authors’ choices and how they approach the medium that causes a narrative element to be foregrounded.

The Myst novels may have foregrounded character, but the medium of print is more than capable of having any of the narrative elements highlighted. The same can be said for the comics, Sandman had theme as the strongest perspective because of Gaiman and company’s choices in the story. Comics are also capable of having any element foregrounded. And similarly, the hypermedia objects of study may have foregrounded setting, but hypermedia is capable of having the other elements highlighted as well. And as I discuss elsewhere, hypermedia games often do not need story at all.
This is not a total loss. For while each medium is capable of having any of the elements foregrounded, the experience of these elements is different. So it is a transmedia experience, as the story is told across different media, taking advantage of what each medium does best (Jenkins, “Transmedia Storytelling”). Each medium demands a learned literacy in order to be fully engaged and together a form of ubiquitous entertainment develops across this distributed narrative (Walker, “Distributed Narrative...”). You learn to “read” each medium and each medium offers you more choices as to when and where you experience the narrative. It is a performative difference in the immersion into the story across mediums. And while books and comics are relatively affordable, you need a computer in order to experience hypermedia (which is still an expensive purchase). In print, readers deal with the power and skill of the authors’ words. To immerse yourself into the story (into the plot, setting, characters and themes) is to let the words describe the story for you. The story is filtered through words. With comics, readers now have words in conjunction with images. Immersion occurs as you see the elements illustrated before you. The story is refracted through the dance between words and images. And with hypermedia, readers are virtually placed within the experience itself. You are immersed within the world of the story. You have to act in this world, exploring within the story, in order to experience the narrative.

There is also a temporal difference for the writers of the mediums. Print is mostly a solitary pursuit in which authors complete and publish the work. This is where authors let go of their active part of the narrative, and the rest is in the hands of the readers. Comics have a similar ending point where the authors release the work to the readers, but there is usually a team working on the story, so there is a
narrative collaboration prior to the finished document. In the case of a CD-ROM, hypermedia also has an ending point, where the product is released to the public. But with the **internet**, the ending point blurs. The “final” story is more **ephemeral**. Authors can continue to change the work, even as readers are engaging the story. In fact, that is exactly what is happening with this study. Instead of handing in a final hard copy, printed version, I am continually making changes to the document and posting the new revisions up online. In fact, with the advent of a variety of technologies on the **web**, dynamic interactivity in webpages can be automatic and determined by the readers themselves. So, this study is automatically and dynamically (re)arranged anew every time someone “reads” it. This can be done both individually and collectively, as the website (and the arguments therein) respond to the readers. A hypermedia document on the internet is an organic and **rhizomatic** experience for both readers and writers. The story changes.
In considering the four aspects of narrative, plot, character, setting and theme, the Myst novels do lean most heavily on character and plot, and then on setting and least of all on a pervasive but bare bones theme. The novels center around characters, particularly Atrus who is present across the story grand. And in the plot of the third novel we see subtle hints of the events of both games, but the ends of the games are not given away.

So, the perspective of a player of the CD-ROMs is treated as a character in passing reference within the third novel. And even though I believe the theme to be the narrative characteristic developed the least in the novels, it is worth noting that the theme has an intimate connection with the hypermedia CD-ROMs. In the novels the theme is one of the virtue, joy and rewards of carefully and fully exploring and enjoying the world around you. That way you are living a full life and seeing the whole. This theme is good instruction for how to successfully play the games. You need to carefully explore the worlds of Myst in order to successfully puzzle through the game and fully experience the story that only moves forward as long as you’re exploring the worlds.

And that is just an aspect of the capabilities of this medium. The Myst novels lean towards characters, but the medium of print is more than capable of having any of the narrative elements highlighted. In print, readers deal with the authors’ words. To immerse yourself into the story (into the plot, setting, characters and themes) is to have the words describe the story for you. The narrative filters through words.
comics

More than the Myst comic and Myst V webcomic, the Sandman comics take full advantage of the medium employed to orchestrate the telling, and the receiving, of the story.

Like books, comics explore and illustrate all four of the characteristics of narrative, with comics literally illustrating them. The visuals and words in comics exist in collaborative tension with each other. The Sandman comics push this medium with a dance of words and images filled with subtle meaning.

It is a work that centers around themes, the theme of storytelling in particular. And Gaiman weaves this theme into his characters, settings and plots. As a medium, comics favor the visual, which generally favors the build up of characters and settings more than the plot and themes. Gaiman uses his theme to give us a character, Dream. And with Dream we follow various storylines that culminate in an intricate rebirth of storytelling itself.

And these are just two illustrations of the potential of this medium. With comics, readers have words in conjunction with images. Immersion occurs as you see the elements before you. The narrative refracts through words and images together on the page.
hypermediums

In Myst we are in an immersive hypermedia environment, puzzling through the story to allow us further into the game. Myst thrives in setting in which you are alone, wandering through these worlds trying to piece together the story. So, you are the protagonist. You only learn more about Myst as you make your way deeper into the worlds.

Ultima Online shows another facet of setting. It has a persistent setting with a player-based community living within it. Ultima Online is a massively multi-player online role playing game that allows thousands of people to play together, each from their own unique perspectives, interacting with each other within the world of Britannia. It is within this world that you develop your character.

MitterNachtSpiel is unlike the other two in that it is a much more abstract and artistic hypermedia experience. It is heavy on theme and setting. You are playfully performing a theatrical piece with a moonlit cast of characters. Its story is so simple and surreal, exploring recursive iterations of images and sounds that associate and interweave.

And these are only three examples of the possibilities of this new medium we are exploring. With hypermedia, readers are virtually placed within the experience of a story itself. You are immersed within the story. And when you are online, you are immersed with other people as well. You have to act and play, by yourself or with others, within the stories in order to experience the narratives.
The focus of this study has been an over-arching examination of how we relate and experience *stories across mediums*, with an emphasis on exploring how computational hypermedia are changing what stories are and can be. Games are a vibrant form of hypermedia, and they are also becoming a *pop* cultural force. The hypermedia examples that I use for this study could all be considered games. So, while this study does not focus specifically on videogames, it does discuss them throughout.

I note the above because during my writings, an *academic* focus on game studies has come to prominence. One particularly relevant aspect of this movement is the discussion and debate around games and stories. This dialogue is most directly revealed in the *ludology* and *narratology* perspectives. In essence, there are those who say games tell stories (narratology) and there are those who say games, in and of themselves, do not tell stories and should be considered in their own light (ludology).

So, I am looking at narratives, but games, in general, **do not** necessarily *tell a story*. As *Gonzalo Frasca* notes, there should be an effort to look analyze games as games (Frasca, “Ludology Meets Narratology”). Concurrently, in “Game Design as Narrative Architecture,” *Henry Jenkins* states that we should think of “game designers less as storytellers than as narrative architects” who set up
situations in which narratives can be experienced. The distinction of what makes games unique is starting to become better delineated. Markku Eskelinen polishes this distinction as he defines “the gaming situation as a combination of ends, means, rules, equipment, and manipulative action” (“The Gaming Situation”). So, games set up a situation in which players act to an end, or as Greg Costikyan puts it, games require decision-making and management of resources in pursuit of a goal (“I have no Words...”).

I believe it is useful to consider games (and media in general) from a variety of perspectives. In doing so we can, as Marie-Laure Ryan notes, observe features that remain invisible from other perspectives (Narrative as Virtual Reality, 199). And I think that games do engage us in a unique way that requires us to formulate new methods of investigation. Lev Manovich offers the idea that when engaging hypermedia (or new media as he call its), we oscillate “between illusionary segments and interactive segments” that force the user to “switch between different mental sets” demanding from the user a “cognitive multitasking” that requires “intellectual problem solving, systematic experimentation, and the quick learning of new tasks” (The Language of New Media, 210). Engaging this medium of videogames, we tell our stories of the game as we relate the varied and visceral experience of the games we play. Noah Falstein discusses the “natural funativity” of games, how they are activities that help us live in the world (“Natural Funativity”). And stories are how we stitch together a continuity of our experiences. They are our “mystories,” our stories that enable us to understand the world (Ulmer, Teletheory, 88). Narratives are how we convey the perspective of our experiences (Meadows, Pause & Effect, 2). So, we are both homo ludens and homo narrans, or as Greg Costikyan states, “Play is how we learn; stories are how we integrate what we’ve learned, and how we teach others the things we’ve
learned ourselves through play” (“Where Stories End and Games Begin”).

Now, in following the idea that humans begin life in a pre-linguistic consciousness, it seems that we start solely as homo ludens. We literally learn everything through play as we interact with the world. And then we learn language, and a new phase of consciousness begins, one that dominates, shapes, and constrains our worldview for the rest of our lives. We are now homo narrans, we discursively talk about what we play, what we learn, what we feel, believe, think, etc. But being homo narrans does not erase our homo ludens character; we are always already homo ludens, it’s just now we talk about it.

I believe that games and interactive hypermedia experiences are interesting mediums, because like performance, there are definite para-linguistic activities involved, meaning is conveyed through gesture, space, color, sound. I think this is one of the reason these experiences are so compelling is that they enable us to tap more directly into our pre-linguistic homo ludens consciousness as we play them. Of course, we then step back and talk about it, which engages our discursive homo narrans consciousness. Hence, ludic narrans, playful stories...
This hypertextual scholarly study attempts to create a playful form of knowledge. The analytical content of this study comes to a conclusion that delineates the new and unique distinctions that the computer brings to what a story is and can be. And the rhizomatic form of this study illustrates how hypertext can enable unique explorations and new modes of narrating, playing, communicating, teaching and learning. Deleuze and Guattari note the rhizome, “has multiple entryways and exits and its own lines of flight,” and it, “connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature; it brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even nonsign states. The rhizome is reducible neither to the One nor the multiple... It is composed not of units but of dimensions, or rather directions in motion” (21).

As I have said, I created this study primarily for the web. I could burn this site to a CD-ROM, but the continual dynamics would be lost. The textual version is an artifact mapped from the hypertext. In looking at them together, I think the textual version is actually a part of the hypertextual experience, writ in another medium. I believe that this has to do with the fact I was engaging in a hypertextual cartography with the linear, textual discourse. The secondary version becomes a textual exquisite corpse, pieced together from a variety of perspectives and ins and outs from the rhizome of the web.

Below is a graphic approximation of this mapping process. The “pages” are
colored to illustrate how they change in relation to each other as they move from the web to the page. Step 1 is a representation of the initial hypertextual website. Step 2 takes this rhizome and lays it out in multilinear paths with associated content lined up accordingly. Step 3 threads it all together into one linear document. In this way, the website is hypertextually mapped into a discursive text. The hypertextual links become underlined artifacts within the text and the connected ideas will be separated from each other, presented in new ways. There is a color-coding of the links to enable certain sections in the text to continue to sharing discernible associations.

This study is a dynamic document with a lot of the meaning arising in between and around. The associative linkings from words, phrases and images move rhetorically and performatively between pages and out into the web at large. There are meaningful and relevant logics and strategies involved with the interface and the links. There is an associative and metonymic reasoning occurring between pages. Links are carefully chosen so the word or image is not only relevant to the page it is on, but also to the page to which it links.

There are a variety of layers and threads of linkings that weave the document together into a rich tapestry of multilinear, lyrical experiences. For instance, all of the definitions have images and these images are meaningfully sprinkled throughout the site, creating thematic connections between the various roots of the rhizome. Also, notice the color of the links. If your browser is set to its default settings, a link to a page that has been visited will be purple. A blue link
will take you to a new page (this assumes viewings in one browser on one computer). This gives you some sense of where you have been and where you are going. The rhizome and codex frames allow you to choose between a completely associative experience, or one with an index to help guide you.

Hypertext allows for a document that can be played with by reader and writer (even simultaneously) in new and exciting ways. It can be exploratory and constructive all at once. Meaning can be interactively, and performatively, created by all involved. To engage a hypertextual document is to play with the rhizome, to explore outside of normal standards and hierarchies. The web allows for a living document.

I like to think of this playful hypertextual process of knowledge as “ludic narrans.” Hypertext has the capability to fundamentally expand and enhance our academic endeavers. I do not believe that this is the end of text. Instead, I see it as a process that will add its own unique stamp to what and how we know. As David Kolb notes, it is the connections between the links that form patterns of meaning, and it is hard to imagine exactly what “new activities or uses might develop” but it does enable a “new form of cooperative writing” (“Socrates in the Labyrinth”). It is a rigorous and playful academic process that rhizomatically problematizes the balance of authority and allows readers and writers together in the same space at once, even if they are in different places within the conversation. For I still believe readers and writers occupy different places. They are now just doing so in a new space and in different ways - ways that we are just beginning to explore and use and play with.
The internet expands on the interactive hypermedia possibilities introduced with the CD-ROM. With a CD-ROM you have an experience that is delivered on a disc. This disc is a read-only copy, so once you get the game, that is the game you have. While the experience is dynamic and interactive, the assets (graphics, programming, etc) are not. They stay the same. The internet is a completely different world. The game is something in which you log on to another server (computers that stay online constantly) to experience the game simultaneously with thousands of others. The assets exist in a forum where they can be seamlessly (or not so seamlessly) updated as often as you want. So, the game could change radically; it could look different, have new features, new stories, new everything and the people can come and go as well. And people sell their characters and online possessions. These people are making money on their work, showing how there can be a financial reward for the reader/author in this interactive internet world. The stories are truly shaped and experienced by the players themselves.

Looking back over the story grand of Myst, it seems that the idea of a story being developed from the outset to take place in multiple mediums is theoretically more interesting than practically feasible. Myst happened across time as the success of the original game fueled a transmedia barrage to tie into the initial success. This story grand shows some of the potential problems for spreading a story across mediums. Just like it is different for the reader across each medium, it
is different for the author in, and of, each medium. Each medium makes its unique demands on the creator, and you need good form and content specific to that medium in order to tell a good story.

The specialization required of one medium is hard enough to come by, and in trying to combine, you lose the specialization as you spread across mediums. The Miller brothers and company made some amazing CD-ROM narrative games. They were groundbreaking in their time. Their novels, on the other hand, were just standard fantasy fare and the comic book was not the best in the world. So, their specialization shows in the area of expertise and the quality of the story grand ebbs and flows around their expertise. Currently, most companies and individuals are set up to focus around one medium, so when there is a stab into a new medium, it is a secondary enterprise and the quality shows.

That said, I can see how large corporations, like Time Warner, Disney, or Lucas Arts, could put together a story grand across mediums through the licensing of characters and situations within their own holdings (movies, publishing books, internet, etc.). This would allow them to get talented artists within each medium to create that part of the story grand. But the creative genesis of the story usually comes in one medium with an original author, and the subsequent mediums end up lesser in quality as the creative vision is splintered, or the licensing could go to a lesser talent in another medium.

One possibility comes from the creative design and development world in which you have a creative producer who works along with the experts of various mediums. This producer would be in charge of the overall creative connectivity.
between mediums, helping stitch between the mediums. But to even make this worthwhile, the story grand would have to be good enough to stretch across media, and this seems quite rare.

A working example of this would be the continuity of the **Expanded Universe** (the story grand) found in the various Star Wars offerings. You can watch the movies, read a ton of novels and comics, play a variety of games, go online, and each offering is closely watched to insure that the Expanded Universe flows consistently from medium to medium, story to story. Another good example would be the Matrix. There are the **comics**, **animations**, **games** and **movies** all woven together for a **full experience** of the world of the Matrix.

Mostly you see adaptations. For instance, Disney’s movie the Lion King, which was adapted and directed by Julie Taymor into an award-winning Broadway show, and had a couple of video games released as tie-ins. But all of these versions are telling the same essential story, just in a different medium. And often in these adaptations, you see the quality drop (How many times have you heard that the movie isn’t as good as the book?). With transmedia experiences, where it is basically impossible for someone to have expertise in every medium, we may actually see a strengthening in the individual mediums as authors and artists focus on their expertise and return to specializing and mastering their medium of choice.

In turning this lens on myself, I have to **wonder**: readers can simply and solely read the secondary textual map of this study and completely skip the primary **hypertextual multimedia** territory. So, they will miss out on the associative linkings and logics as well as the dynamic and fluid connectivity of the
internet and the ability to see images and movies playing together with the text. But would they miss out on the kernel of my point? In this instance, I believe they will. Even though academe is still so focused on textual discourse, and an argument can be so well made with words, the medium of hypertext does allow for a new and different type of knowledge production and reception. The pervasive simulated worlds and ubiquitous entertainment that computer enhanced narratives allow us to partake in are opening up a cross media world where readers can be as interactive or as passive as they would like, exploring the worlds and stories as they wish. And the ability to argue, teach and learn within these stories is ours to choose.
the end: what for to begin

In the end, I believe that the computer does radically alter what storytelling is and can be by its ability to virtually immerse us so directly into a story. Books and comics are established mediums that are going to continue to exist and improve. And even after all these years, there will still be radical and innovative ways in which these mediums are employed.

In experiencing Myst, Ultima Online and MitterNachtSpiel, you are positioned within the story. You get to explore simulated worlds and be an (inter)active part of them. So, the creation and relation of these computational hypermedia narratives open up performative experiences where the author and readers are part of a theatrical scripting. The story is related in the playing and the reader’s interactivity within the narrative experience and environment.

And with approaching technological advances, hypermedia narratives are moving out of the virtual simulation of environments and into the real, physical world we live and breathe in. With broadband, console game Trojan horses, convergence and pervasive computing, we see DVD (digital video discs) and WAP (wireless application protocols) applications including the real world with hypermedia experiences. For instance, a Masterpiece Edition of Myst was released. This edition had technological improvements and an active help agent/character you could work with to help you through the game. Also, a new version of Myst, called realMyst, was released. It is the exact same game and
story as the original except this version is not a series of lush still graphics that you point and click through. Instead, realMyst runs with real-time 3D graphics, so it is a lush simulated world in which you truly navigate around. You can walk around trees and rooms with close to infinite freedom, thereby being able to more fully immerse yourself in the world. Myst III: Exile is the next game which takes place ten years after the events in Riven and also uses 3D panning. And it’s followed by Myst IV: Revelations which adds more to the story grand. And there are further possible Myst experiences. One is a four-hour Myst miniseries on the SciFi channel that was announced in 2002, but has yet to be realized and doesn’t appear to be in production at this time. Then there is Uru: Ages Beyond Myst, meant to be a massively-multiplayer online game beyond Myst that would offer immersive, interactive and never-ending worlds for people to explore, it has been scaled back to a CD-ROM version with the expansion packs: Uru: To D’Ni and Uru: The Path of the Shell. And now we have a short webcomic by Penny Arcade, Myst V Comic, followed by Myst V: End of Ages and the upcoming book, Myst: Book of Marrim, possibly the grand finale for the Myst story grand.

And it looked to be the end of the story in more ways than one. At the time of final editing of this text, it was announced that Cyan Worlds was closing its doors due to financial necessity. Rand Miller (Founder) and Tony Fryman (President) remained to try and secure new funding. But a few weeks later, a follow-up announcement was made that Cyan Worlds was able to rehire most of the staff. While things seem a bit uncertain, it looks that the company that has overseen the creation of this wonderful story grand will be able to continue creating interactive stories in immersive worlds.

A fitting tribute to Cyan and the interactive experience of the Myst story
grand can be found in the several fan-created games that unofficially continue to relate stories of Myst. “The Writer’s of D’Ni” is an online MOO (a text-based object-oriented multi-user domain) that enables players to write their own worlds. Plus there are three fan-created Myst-like games, The Ages of Ilathid, Aveara, and D’Ni Legacy. Also, due to the popularity of Myst, there were several games spoofs released; Pyst, Mysty, Missed, and Mylk. And Cyan has offered Until Uru, which enables fans to host Uru online themselves. All of these illustrate how fans have enjoyed the story grand of Myst so much that they’re actively engaged to further the experience.

Meanwhile, technology is enabling audiences even more opportunities to engage in interactive cross media experiences, distributed narratives and ubiquitous entertainment. Broadband brings us bigger data pipes so we can have much more robust graphics and video streaming over the internet. And console games are becoming a technological Trojan horse. With the playstation2, xbox, and gamecube, you no longer have just a gaming console, you have the convergence of your entertainment systems (not to mention the advances with the next-generation consoles: playstation3, xbox360 and revolution). They can play your DVD movies, let you log onto the internet and surf the web and check your email, and it of course let you play games. The games themselves are becoming more cinematic and narrative driven, developing into FREE (fully reactive engaging entertainment) experiences. It’s like watching a movie except you are the main character on the screen.

DVDs open up a new avenue of storytelling as well. Currently the adult
movie industry is taking the fullest advantage of the DVD’s ability to click between screen angles and soundtracks (you don’t like watching from that angle, try this one, or this one...). But imagine making a DVD mystery movie where you can be watching people at a murder scene and you can click to a different angle and hear what two characters are whispering to each other, or maybe from that angle you actually see the murder weapon under the table. It could be a multilinear narrative that threads together into one story and your choice of viewing position affects what story you experience. You become a virtual presence in the movie (or you could just passively watch the main thread from beginning to end). Either way, the story expands across the threads for those who choose to explore.

Similarly, WAPs are being used on cellular phones in Finland, Norway, Sweden and Japan to download roleplaying scenarios that a group can play together around town while keeping in touch on their digital phones (Silberman, “Just Say Nokia”). And remember, in Ultima Online, people are getting paid money for the characters and storylines they have developed. This could slowly turn into the ability for the reader as author to actually make a living, as Julian Dibbell documented in Play Money, in conjunction with a narrative environment and experience created by someone else. The act and reward of creation are shared.

These developments are leading to pervasive computing, with the computers out of their boxes and into our environments and experiences. A great example of this is the EMP (experience music project) museum in Seattle. Funded by Paul Allen and designed by architect, Frank Gehry, it is a museum where you can take a specialized PDA (personal digital assistant) around the museum with
you and it will respond to the displays you choose to view, keep tally of your questions and finally let you upload your visit to the internet where you can then visit it from home later (Kirsner, “Are You Experienced?”). And then there is an experience like Majestic. It was an alternate reality game by Electronic Arts that bled into real space. Computer characters called you on your phone, sent you faxes, instant messages and email. And participating web sites would contain clues to help you in the game. The story of the game existed outside of the computer itself. As a player in the game, you used all of your electronic devices to enable you to play the game and interact within the narrative from outside the box. Similarly, the movie A.I. had an alternate reality game that supported the movie, both as marketing and as part of it’s narrative. A community of players evolved, called themselves cloudmakers, and helped each other discover and solve the game. Another example of this is the cancelled proposal for a Myst Island theme park where you would actually be in an environment where you walk through the island that once upon a time you could only experience virtually. And there would be objects and artifacts that you could pick up and move around with, and the environment would keep track of what you were doing and if you puzzled correctly, the environment would respond, opening a door or revealing a clue. And there could be people all over the island playing with different artifacts and experiencing different elements and aspects of the narrative environment that may or may not impact your experience of the environment (Kirsner).

Also, new hypermedic games like Ico, The Longest Journey, Alice, Ceremony of Innocence, Knights of the Old Republic, and Shadow of the Colossus (just to name a few) build on the promise of Myst, offering rich experiences with intricate narratives woven about. And the range of games is ever-expanding, with new and innovative experiences coming out regularly. There
is the **.hack** game that promises to interweave mediums more than ever. And the next generation of online games, like **Everquest**, **Anarchy Online**, **Neocron**, **The Sims Online**, **Star Wars Galaxies**, and **World of Warcraft**, promise to keep expanding the arenas in which we can play and tell stories.

The above examples are the tip of the iceberg of how stories are currently being told in new and exciting ways that lean on our narrative origins but leap forward beyond them into a world where we can relate and experience stories as never before. And we are struggling to fully comprehend the possibilities of cross media experiences. As Marshall McLuhan’s fourth law of media states, “the initial development of a new medium will retrieve forms from prior mediums.” Likewise, we are using prior forms of analysis to try and understand this new medium (Miles, 4). With this study, I have aspired to use a relatively new form of expression, **hypertext**, in order to analyze a topic in ways that were not possible before (Landow, *Hyper/Text/Theory*, 36).

The possibilities of computational hypermedia, transmedia experiences, distributed narratives and ubiquitous entertainment are allowing us to be placed virtually and physically within rich worlds where we are the protagonists and the story grand is there for us to explore, interact within and enact as we show, tell and experience stories with each other. These new ways of narrative and play are beginning to be explored and adapted pedagogically. Kent Squire notes that we are just beginning to understand how we could use these new technologies to enhance learning (“Cultural Framing of Computer/Video Games”). This does not mean out with the old in with the new. Instead I hope this study shows that by exploring how we have told stories in older mediums we can see how to better tell
stories in these new mediums, creating cross media experiences and expanding our notions of what *stories are and can be*. 
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